
All of Allan's messages at the AAT-group from 2020 - 2021 

Sometimes silence speaks volumes 

Gareth writes: "your posts accusing numerous prominent anthropologists of fabricating 
fossil evidence could lead to poor professor Krill being sued for libel." They won't sue 
me. I would love it if th

By Allan Krill · #73185 · Edited 1:29pm

Point of Order 

Warning acknowledged. Allan

By Allan Krill · #73179 · Dec 17

Hello Rob... >> Hello Bill...>> Hello m3d... (Hi Elaine! Thought you could fool us with 
this 'subterfuge'?) 

Gareth, I have never called you a liar. Your memory is faulty, especially with regard to 
your mother. I didn't say that she never talked about the idea of the LCA having been 
bipedal. I said that she

By Allan Krill · #73167 · Dec 16

Hello Rob... >> Hello Bill...>> Hello m3d... (Hi Elaine! Thought you could fool us with 
this 'subterfuge'?) 

If you study what they have written, you see that Rob's style is just like Bill's style, is 
just like Elaine's style. Elaine was her usual clear-headed, articulate, and funny self, 
right up to the end

By Allan Krill · #73164 · Dec 16

Hello Rob... >> Hello Bill...>> Hello m3d... (Hi Elaine! Thought you could fool us with 
this 'subterfuge'?) 

Both Rob's last message and Bill's last message end with the same smiley face :-) 
Nice that Elaine was still smiling two weeks before she died.

By Allan Krill · #73162 · Dec 15

Hello Rob... >> Hello Bill...>> Hello m3d... (Hi Elaine! Thought you could fool us with 
this 'subterfuge'?) 

Thanks Jack, for showing me how to find Rob Dudman's messages. His last message 
was on June 22, 2013 and Bill's (m3dodds') last was on June 30. Then Elaine died on 
July 12. Rob's and Bill's messages a

By Allan Krill · #73160 · Dec 15

S.C. Cunnane, 1980: 'The aquatic ape theory reconsidered' 

Yes, I've read the paper by Bonatti et al. 1971, and here is their Figure 1. The area 
marked BELOW SEA LEVEL is what they call the 'Afar Depression', and the row of X's 
they call the 'Afar Rift'. Thes

By Allan Krill · #73157 · Dec 15

Hello Rob... >> Hello Bill...>> Hello m3d... (Hi Elaine! Thought you could fool us with 
this 'subterfuge'?) 

'Bill', better known as 'm3d', and 'm3dodds', posted 2992 messages on this 
AAT@Groups.io site, from August 24, 2004 to June 30, 2013 (quitting just 2 weeks 
before Elaine Morgan died). 'Rob Dudman' pos

By Allan Krill · #73154 · Edited Dec 15
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S.C. Cunnane, 1980: 'The aquatic ape theory reconsidered' 

The Danakil depression is below sea level (pink area on this map) and 'was once 
invaded by oceanic water'. This is a very small area. Other parts of Afar have always 
been above sea level, as has the E

By Allan Krill · #73152 · Dec 14

S.C. Cunnane, 1980: 'The aquatic ape theory reconsidered' 

Thanks Gareth, this article Seashore -- Primitive Home of Man? by Carl O. Sauer in 
1962 is really brilliant!

By Allan Krill · #73145 · Dec 14

S.C. Cunnane, 1980: 'The aquatic ape theory reconsidered' 

I can't understand why Elaine Morgan seems to have overlooked this paper by 
Stephen Cunnane (1980). Verhaegen (1985) mentions it, but no one else? In her book 
The Naked Darwinist (2008) she wrote: Aft

By Allan Krill · #73141 · Dec 14

Enhydritherium terraenovae 

Saltwater lakes are not stable over geological time. They vary in salinity between dry 
periods and wet periods, and typically become poisonous or totally evaporated at 
times. Apes could occupy a saltw

By Allan Krill · #73138 · Dec 13

Three taboo topics in scientific journals: aquatic-ape hypothesis, humanzee, hoax 

The editors told me. Maybe they shouldn’t have? In that case I won’t say more.

By Allan Krill · #73130 · Dec 11

Three taboo topics in scientific journals: aquatic-ape hypothesis, humanzee, hoax 

Society and science have their taboos. Three hypotheses related to human evolution 
that are not discussed in respected scientific journals are: The aquatic ape hypothesis 
The hypothesis that viable hu

By Allan Krill · #73127 · Dec 11

S.C. Cunnane, 1980: 'The aquatic ape theory reconsidered' 

Homo is currently defined by paleoanthropologists, who will accept anything that they 
can call a Homo species — floresiensis, naledi —whatever. Paleoanthropologists are 
like professional football play

By Allan Krill · #73124 · Dec 9

S.C. Cunnane, 1980: 'The aquatic ape theory reconsidered' 

(This seems to be the first scientific publication of AAT, and the first to use the term 
'aquatic ape theory'. I'm surprised that it is not better known. Allan) THE AQUATIC 
APE THEORY RECONSIDERED S.C

By Allan Krill · #73120 · Dec 9

Human hair reduction 

AlanVA, thanks for sharing your knowledge and opinions about human hair loss. I 
agree with most of what you have written, and appreciate learning many new things. 
Lots of food for thought.

By Allan Krill · #73119 · Dec 9
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Allan, please change your computer settings. 

Jack, no scrolling necessary on my iphone. (See my attached screen shot.) Then 
compare my way of doing it with Marc's last message, where I think it is very difficult 
to see what Francesca has written

By Allan Krill · #73109 · Dec 8

Allan, please change your computer settings. 

Jack, I have to post that way so that the selected part of the previous message is 
visible at the top of my reply. If I cut-and-past the selected part and paste it at the top 
of my message, that selec

By Allan Krill · #73102 · Dec 8

A long-term bottleneck prior to 2 MA led to the appearance of Homo, a new and 
exclusive species which may have evolved independently from African hominins, in 
geographic isolation in a location the size of "Rhode Island" 

AlanVA, if, as you say, you 'have posted to this group some reasons why humans may 
be relatively less hairy' please repeat your reasons, or tell me what message of yours 
are you referring to. You writ

By Allan Krill · #73100 · Dec 8

Allan, please change your computer settings. 

Jack, if previously written texts are hidden and not read again, half the point of a 
discussion is lost. For most of my messages, you need to have the previous message 
visible, to see and understand w

By Allan Krill · #73099 · Dec 8

Allan, please change your computer settings. 

Jack, thanks for that screen shot of your iphone mail settings. Now I understand that 
my style is a problem for people who are getting messages sent directly to their email 
accounts and reading them t

By Allan Krill · #73097 · Dec 8

Allan, please change your computer settings. 

Jack, I think you are talking about "Email delivery". I have selected "No email" so I 
only read posts that appear on this page. None are sent to my email.

By Allan Krill · #73094 · Dec 8

Allan, please change your computer settings. 

Jack, how have you selected “hide previously read emails”? I see no place to select 
that. When I put the selected part of your message below, as you suggest, it is hidden 
until I press 'Show quoted te

By Allan Krill · #73092 · Dec 8

Allan, please change your computer settings. 

Jack, do you mean I should reply like this? Here I am replying above a selected part of 
your message. In this format, the selected part of your message comes below my 
message. In the format I have bee

By Allan Krill · #73090 · Edited Dec 8
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A long-term bottleneck prior to 2 MA led to the appearance of Homo, a new and 
exclusive species which may have evolved independently from African hominins, in 
geographic isolation in a location the size of "Rhode Island" 

AlanVA, I suppose you 'debated' Throckmorton on Twitter (you mention another 
Twitter discussion with him) ). I see from Throckmorton's CV that he doesn't mention 
Twitter or any other social media. Did

By Allan Krill · #73088 · Dec 8

Marine Apes 

Marc, As you know, I am interested in the history of science, especially the theories of 
continental drift and aquatic ape. In the history here of your early involvement in AAT, 
there are some missing

By Allan Krill · #73087 · Dec 8

A long-term bottleneck prior to 2 MA led to the appearance of Homo, a new and 
exclusive species which may have evolved independently from African hominins, in 
geographic isolation in a location the size of "Rhode Island" 

Francesca, yes I read the whole paper. My link probably only gives me the whole 
paper, at my university. You have read the same paper at Researchgate. The 
paragraph you cite was not clearly written, s

By Allan Krill · #73076 · Dec 7

A long-term bottleneck prior to 2 MA led to the appearance of Homo, a new and 
exclusive species which may have evolved independently from African hominins, in 
geographic isolation in a location the size of "Rhode Island" 

Francesca, you write that 'there is evidence of Red Sea water in the Afar region.' But 
there is no mention of seawater or marine deposits in the Nature article you refer to. 
They mention flooding and

By Allan Krill · #73072 · Dec 7

Marine Apes 

Michel, interesting to see that you and I evolved our ideas in parallel. Both of us have 
come to the same conclusion — that humans evolved from 'marine chimpanzees'. 
Both of us learned from Elaine Mor

By Allan Krill · #73064 · Dec 7

Marine Apes 

Good to learn about this! 'The birth of Homo, the marine chimpanzee' will be the next 
AAT-book that I read. I read your last book (Planet Ocean) a few months ago and 
enjoyed it and learned a lot. Now

By Allan Krill · #73054 · Dec 6

Marine Apes 

I think humans evolved in the same way that Galapagos iguanas evolved. They are 
called 'marine iguanas', not 'aquatic iguanas'. So I will stop using the term 'aquatic 
apes' and start referring to our

By Allan Krill · #73051 · Edited Dec 6
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the first dogs 

AlanVA, when you write 'Evolution is often about carefully maintaining already optimal 
morphology', you are referring to evolutionary stasis. But the other part of evolution is 
morphologic or phenotyp

By Allan Krill · #73047 · Dec 5

3.7 myo human footprints 

Gareth, thanks for the news article about a Nature paper describing other footprints at 
Laetoli. I didn't know about those footprints when I gave my talk in January (What 
talk? -- Check it out on YouT

By Allan Krill · #73041 · Dec 4

Lieberman: another just-so 

After his hypothesis in Nature of 'endurance running' (which should have fallen flat on 
its face) Lieberman is still running with claims that don't stand up to scrutiny. In this 
article that Marc show

By Allan Krill · #73039 · Edited Dec 4

the first dogs 

Christian, those cadaver dogs stay in the boat and detect gasses that bubble up out 
of the water. They don't go under the water to look or smell for decaying body parts.

By Allan Krill · #73037 · Dec 3

the first dogs 

AlanVA, when you write 'Evolution is always present and always the same “speed”' 
you must mean mutations and genetic drift. If we think about macroevolution, such as 
traits changing from the chimpanze

By Allan Krill · #73035 · Edited Dec 4

the first dogs 

I've been reading and thinking more about linear vs. non-linear evolution, and think I 
understand it better. The evolution of fossils is not linear: one cannot draw a line 
between known fossils and th

By Allan Krill · #73028 · Dec 2

the first dogs 

I still think "most evolution is linear". I understand that evolution did not proceed in a 
straight line intending to produce any living species. But if one draws a cladogram or 
evolutionary tree back

By Allan Krill · #73025 · Dec 2

the first dogs 

Alan, you have written dozens of messages in the past year telling us that linear 
evolution is a 'false concept'. But most evolution is linear, and should not be denied 
without further explanation. On

By Allan Krill · #73023 · Dec 2

the first dogs 

Jack, you seem to have confused Allan K with Alan VA. I have NO faith in prehuman 
fossils, because they are (1) sensational and valuable, (2) can never be found again by 
others, and (3) are not allowe

By Allan Krill · #73019 · Dec 1
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the first dogs 

Alan, please support your statements with references. What fossil record makes it 
'obvious that Peking Man cohabitated with dogs by about 600kya'? Are you referring 
to this dog tooth, supposedly dug u

By Allan Krill · #73015 · Dec 1

Why CC Hn>Hs>>He>>apith-ape? 

Marc, you are interested in why cranial capacities in Homo erectus are smaller than in 
Neanderthal and Homo sapiens. I think it is because of cognitive bias: 
paleoanthropologists expect H. erectus bra

By Allan Krill · #73010 · Edited Nov 28

StW-573 

In general, hoaxes are considered to be bad for society. But not so much with hoaxes 
involved in religious miracles or prehuman fossils. Those false beliefs provide 
inspiration and entertainment for p

By Allan Krill · #73008 · Nov 28

Denisovans 

They analyzed 3791 different bone fragments, to find that 5 of them were hominin. The 
others were mostly herbivores and carnivores. Chemical testing is so simple that all 
known hominin bone fragments

By Allan Krill · #73004 · Edited Nov 27

StW-573 

Paleoanthropologists also agree to never allow the hypothesis of hoax to be 
mentioned. But I think it is clear that Ronald J. Clarke achieved success by deceiving 
others, first in the Laetoli-footprin

By Allan Krill · #73001 · Nov 24

StW-573 

Scholars should disagree on taxonomic assignment. But they should not agree to 
never mention the hypothesis that Australopithecus was a human-chimp/gorilla 
hybrid. And they should not agree to never a

By Allan Krill · #72996 · Nov 24

Phillip Tobias 

Glad to know that Tobias liked your book The Passionate Ape. That makes me admire 
him all the more. He was incredibly open minded. Your book's time had not yet come, 
and it still hasn't. But I think i

By Allan Krill · #72988 · Nov 23

Phillip Tobias 

On Sun, Nov 21, 2021 at 02:12 PM, Marc Verhaegen wrote: some people do revise 
their opinion, e.g. prof.Tobias. At the first day of the Ghent symposium in 1999 
(organized by Mario Vaneechoutte), I was

By Allan Krill · #72986 · Edited Nov 23

Was Lucy Our Ancestor? 

I am certain that Lucy is a falsification, like Piltdown Man. But even when this hoax is 
thrown out, and when AAT replaces savanna theory, established paleoanthropologists 
and creationists will not re

By Allan Krill · #72980 · Edited Nov 21
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Why do chimps/humans have relatively larger ears than other apes? 

Marc, your drawing suggests that hair would make the ears (and shoulders) of Homo 
erectus more streamlined. But it does not have that effect. Hair only adds friction in 
the water, which is why swimmer

By Allan Krill · #72977 · Nov 19

Why do chimps/humans have relatively larger ears than other apes? 

Orangutans have small ears like gorillas. This suggests that small ears are ancestral to 
great apes: the LCAs shown here at 13 and 8 Ma ago had small ears. Chimps, 
bonobos, and humans have large ears,

By Allan Krill · #72976 · Nov 19

Why do chimps/humans have relatively larger ears than other apes? 

Most likely, smaller ears were ancestral to great apes, as you suggest, Francesca. 
Why the chimp-human LCA got larger ears? "The better to hear you with, my 
dear" (said the Wolf to Little Red Riding H

By Allan Krill · #72973 · Nov 18

I have questions. 98% eccrine in humans, vs. 2% monkeys, 52% in G/P 

Algis, I'm curious about your meaning of the terms 'fully aquatic' and 'waterside'. I 
presume when you write 'fully aquatic' you really mean semiaquatic like the hippo, 
and not fully aquatic like the

By Allan Krill · #72964 · Nov 16

What Talks 

Marc, which of these features (furry body, quadrupedal gait, long canines, opposable 
big toes) do you think the LCA of chimp and human had? What human features do 
you think the LCA had, but that chimp

By Allan Krill · #72909 · Nov 7

What Talks 

Marc, convergence does occur in evolution. But features in gorilla and chimpanzee 
that were evolved independently would not be a perfect match to each other, and they 
would not match ancestral primate

By Allan Krill · #72908 · Nov 7

What Talks 

Algis included this little segment of Elaine Morgan's TED talk: And now we've got to 
look to the future. Ultimately, one of three things is going to happen. Either they will go 
on for the next 40 year

By Allan Krill · #72907 · Nov 7

What Talks 

Celebrating Elaine Morgan's 101st birthday today, with a Zoom-talk by Algis Kuliukas 
(Video to be on Youtube with link from here: https://whattalks.com.) I love this picture!:

By Allan Krill · #72904 · Edited Nov 7

Call for papers - Joint Conference on Language Evolution co-organized by Evolang, 
Protolang, and Evolinguistics 

Maybe they were monogamous, maybe not. I think they were very articulate. I can 
imagine one of them saying: "Hey girls, tomorrow morning one of you should take an 
exhilarating ride on Mister Smiley Si

By Allan Krill · #72898 · Edited Nov 7
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Call for papers - Joint Conference on Language Evolution co-organized by Evolang, 
Protolang, and Evolinguistics 

It is said that societal evolution went through 5 stages: 1. Hunting/gathering, 2. 
Horticultural/pastoral, 3. Agricultural, 4. Industrial, 5. Postindustrial. But I think 
grammatical, syntactic human l

By Allan Krill · #72897 · Nov 6

Call for papers - Joint Conference on Language Evolution co-organized by Evolang, 
Protolang, and Evolinguistics 

There are currently about 5000 languages spoken in the world, and a third of them are 
in Africa. Human language probably originated there, and relatively few languages 
were 'exported' to other contine

By Allan Krill · #72894 · Nov 6

Pan naledi 

Paleoanthropologists often appeal to readers' feelings -- not very scientific. They say 
that Homo naledi was 'a species with an orange-sized brain'. South African oranges 
are sold in boxes of 15 kg, a

By Allan Krill · #72893 · Nov 6

Ha! Let’s think. 

The Out of Bioko theory is the least racist, least nationalistic theory of all. 
Chimpanzees rafted to Bioko 6 million years ago and their descendants became fully 
human within the first million years.

By Allan Krill · #72887 · Nov 4

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

Jack, you make up facts, based on extreme biases. You will not retract your fact that 
humans have "thousands of North American Viral fossils from the Miocene (24mya to 
5mya)." No one should believe an

By Allan Krill · #72884 · Nov 3

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

Jack, you now give 4 more papers, none of which have anything to do with your claim 
that humans have "thousands of North American Viral fossils from the Miocene 
(24mya to 5mya)" The short-titles you h

By Allan Krill · #72882 · Nov 2

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

Jack, it is your job, not ours, to look for a paper that supports your wild claim that 
humans have "thousands of North American Viral fossils from the Miocene (24mya to 
5mya)". You say that you have "

By Allan Krill · #72877 · Nov 2

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

Jack, your 'good starter paper' is not a peer-reviewed published paper at all. It is a 42-
page, one-semester master's thesis (2012, not 2010) at the Swedish Univ. of 
Agricultural Sciences. It has noth

By Allan Krill · #72873 · Nov 2
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Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

Jack, good that you mention responsibility. If you discover that people on your team 
are cheating, the responsible thing to do is stop them. If they won’t stop, you should 
report them, even though the

By Allan Krill · #72867 · Nov 2

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

Jack, paleontologists aren't capable of interpreting genetic code, and neither are we. 
But we can rely on geneticists. The authors of the 3 diagrams in the reference you 
gave us are the ones we should

By Allan Krill · #72861 · Nov 1

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

You tell me to 'look up papers'?! And you give 3 diagrams that mean nothing to me, 
and no reference to those diagrams and no authoritative interpretation of those 
diagrams? What kind of bluff is that?

By Allan Krill · #72852 · Oct 31

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

Jack, where do you get your fact that 'we have zero African viruses' from a certain 
period? Can you give us a reference that plainly states that fact? Here is a study from 
2015 that shows that humans

By Allan Krill · #72850 · Oct 31

Happy Halloween from West African Ghost-Modern Ancestors! 

On Sat, Oct 30, 2021 at 07:33 AM, Jack D.Barnes wrote: Allan Krill, You must be 
noticing a new level of derision (toward you) from the team here at AAT. I have been 
traveling the last 2 months and hav

By Allan Krill · #72843 · Oct 31

Failure of the term “Aquatic Ape” 

"Continental drift" was dropped in favor of "Plate tectonics" not because 'semantics 
makes all the difference', but because saving face is important in science. The term 
continental drift had been rid

By Allan Krill · #72829 · Oct 30

Failure of the term “Aquatic Ape” 

In fact, Wegener did not coin the term 'continental drift' and he never used it! The term 
was invented in 1922 by Philip Lake, one of Wegener's early disparagers. I have 
researched that history. Here

By Allan Krill · #72828 · Oct 30

only incredible imbeciles believe their ancestors ran after antelopes 

Francesca, you ask: "Would you reveal it if you found it?" Of course, I would! I am not 
trying to hide anything that Elaine Morgan wrote, or misrepresent what she stood for. 
But what "thousands of pos

By Allan Krill · #72816 · Edited Oct 30

only incredible imbeciles believe their ancestors ran after antelopes 

Marc, you should not claim that Elaine Morgan wished she hadn't used the term 
"aquatic ape." She used the term 'aquatic ape' from 1982 until her death in 2013. It is 
part of her legacy, like the term

By Allan Krill · #72814 · Oct 30
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only incredible imbeciles believe their ancestors ran after antelopes 

Marc, Can you document that Elaine Morgan wished she hadn't used the term 
'aquatic ape'? Aren't you simply projecting your own views onto Elaine Morgan here?

By Allan Krill · #72811 · Oct 29

Message Approval Needed - michelodent@... posted to AAT@groups.io 

Marc, As monitor of this group, I think you need to reply that you 'approve' this 
message by Odent. That will make Odent's message appear directly from him (not the 
copy of the message that you have p

By Allan Krill · #72810 · Oct 29

Stone Age sailors 

Marc, I've looked through this book, but not read it carefully. There is no mention of 
swimming or AAT until Chapter 9, Conclusions. In the middle of that chapter is a short 
paragraph that you will li

By Allan Krill · #72807 · Oct 28

Looking for a 'ghost modern' lineage of human ancestry 

Francesca, thanks for asking. I think that about 6 million years ago, a few 
chimpanzees rafted to Bioko and were stranded. Within a million years their 
descendants had become archaic humans. For the n

By Allan Krill · #72798 · Oct 25

Looking for a 'ghost modern' lineage of human ancestry 

In a 2020 article in Nature, scientists reported on the DNA of human skeletons buried 
on mainland Africa near Bioko (their blue star). They detected a 'ghost modern' 
lineage, and wondered where this l

By Allan Krill · #72792 · Oct 24

From peer-reviewed scientific journals we can judge which beliefs are 'widely 
accepted' 

No one denies that 'multiregional research is valid science'. But Chris Stringer and 
coauthors now consider it disproven. In an article 'Origins of modern human 
ancestry' (Nature 2021) they write: The

By Allan Krill · #72791 · Oct 24

Why the multiregional model is 'extinct' in peer-reviewed scientific journals 

This article in 2016 nicely explains current scientific interpretations of human genetic 
diversity. https://theconversation.com/genetic-studies-reveal-diversity-of-early-
human-populations-and-pin-down

By Allan Krill · #72790 · Oct 24

How can paleoanthropologists explain human features without an isolated aquatic 
habitat ? 

Alan: you like to debate, and you think human features did not evolve during an 
isolated aquatic event. I wonder how you or other PAs explain that humans took such 
a unique evolutionary path. Can you

By Allan Krill · #72788 · Oct 24
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From peer-reviewed scientific journals we can judge which beliefs are 'widely 
accepted' 

Alan, Thanks for more explanations. Now we can understand why you think your 
views are 'widely accepted': they seem to be accepted in social media, such as 
Twitter. The multiregional hypothesis is acc

By Allan Krill · #72778 · Oct 23

From peer-reviewed scientific journals we can judge which beliefs are 'widely 
accepted' 

Alan, You recommend that we learn modern paleoanthropology by reading Twitter. Do 
you prefer Twitter to peer-reviewed scientific journals? Now I am uncertain which 
Fuentes you are referring to. I thou

By Allan Krill · #72767 · Oct 22

From peer-reviewed scientific journals we can judge which beliefs are 'widely 
accepted' 

Alan, Thanks for your explanation, and your attempt to give two peer-review 
references. The first reference is to Australopithecus, which I agree is not widely 
considered to be a human ancestor. The s

By Allan Krill · #72766 · Oct 22

From peer-reviewed scientific journals we can judge which beliefs are 'widely 
accepted' 

On Wed, Oct 20, 2021 at 04:31 PM, alandarwinvanarsdale wrote: It used to be thought 
humans evolved from Australopithecus africanus like ancestors. That is no longer 
accepted by those following the nor

By Allan Krill · #72758 · Oct 21

Evolution of knuckle walking 

Turkana Boy was not actually dated by stratigraphic context and biostratigraphy. All 
the fossil fragments of the boy were collected within a few weeks, from recent coarse-
grained deposits at the foot

By Allan Krill · #72747 · Oct 20

Evolution of knuckle walking 

Gareth. 1. The Turkana Boy skull fragments were not coated in resin. They were 
saturated in carbon-rich vinyl acetate solution "to make them stronger." The shape of 
the skull is similar to modern huma

By Allan Krill · #72746 · Oct 20

Evolution of knuckle walking 

Gareth, The Turkana Boy skull may look like fossil bone, but it has been modified. Alan 
Walker and Richard Leakey explained on page 434 of their book The Nariokotome 
Homo Erectus Skeleton that they sa

By Allan Krill · #72740 · Edited Oct 20

Evolution of knuckle walking 

Especially fossil teeth must be kept out of the hands of skeptics. It is possible to 
analyze the plaque of supposed fossil teeth and see what the primate was eating. 
Imagine if an analysis of plaque w

By Allan Krill · #72730 · Edited Oct 19
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Evolution of knuckle walking 

Alan, That is simply not correct. The photos are of casts -- it says so clearly in the 
figure caption of each photo. Figure 1 caption: "right lower molar (cast)", "cast of right 
m/2", "casts of lower

By Allan Krill · #72723 · Oct 19

Evolution of knuckle walking 

The pictures of supposed 12.5 Ma fossil teeth in the reference you gave us look 
"pretty modern". They have not been tested for DNA, or tested for fluorine absorption, 
or tested using carbon 14. No one

By Allan Krill · #72721 · Oct 18

Michel Odent's new book -- Planet Ocean: Our Mysterious Connections to Water 

Michel Odent's pioneering work has been mentioned by this AAT discussion group 
dozens of times in the past 20 years. One of his recent books, The Birth of Homo, the 
Marine Chimpanzee, is mentioned on

By Allan Krill · #72717 · Oct 18

Evolution of knuckle walking 

Alan, What '12.5 Ma Pan teeth known from Kenya' are you referring to? The only Pan 
fossils that I know of are indeed teeth from Kenya but they were thought to be 
500,000 years old, not 12.5 million. A

By Allan Krill · #72713 · Oct 18

Trachilos human fakeprints 

Alan, You like the picture of brown-colored footprints at Trachilos. Francesca likes that 
picture too. But that brown color was put on the rock for that picture to be taken. The 
artists must have used

By Allan Krill · #72704 · Oct 16

Trachilos footprints ~6 Ma 

Gareth, you’ve proven me wrong here. (I practically beg to be proven wrong, the way I 
stick my neck out.) If there is a rule that mammal footprints don’t occur in marine 
sediments, you’ve found «the e

By Allan Krill · #72699 · Oct 14

Trachilos footprints ~6 Ma 

The fossils and fossil footprints in your reference are in fluvial sedimentary rocks, not 
marine sedimentary rocks. Here is the paragraph that explains this: Rocks were 
formed in a moment of the histo

By Allan Krill · #72697 · Oct 14

Trachilos footprints ~6 Ma 

Thanks Gareth. Mammals are much more abundant than primates. Mammals walk on 
marine beaches, beach bars, and lagunas, but they don't leave fossil footprints there. 
Maybe you or someone else can find a

By Allan Krill · #72694 · Oct 14

Trachilos footprints ~6 Ma 

These fine grained flat-lying sediments look nothing like lagoon or beach bar 
sediments. Maybe you can give us a reference to a proper geological description of 
these or other nearby Miocene sedimenta

By Allan Krill · #72692 · Oct 14
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Trachilos footprints ~6 Ma 

Your footprint examples are in river sediments and wind-blown sediments, not marine 
sediments. Mammal footprints typically occur with desiccation mudcracks and 
raindrop marks, and none of these can oc

By Allan Krill · #72688 · Oct 13

Trachilos footprints ~6 Ma 

This dating study establishes the age of the rocks at Trachilos Beach to be Miocene. 
They mention that the rocks are shallow marine. They also report that there are no 
beach deposits at Trachilos Beac

By Allan Krill · #72685 · Oct 12

On ancestry 

Thanks Gareth, This is a useful page for children and adults. The Figure 1 
(Evolutionary scheme) does not agree with the sentence: Ten to twelve million years 
ago, primates divided into two branches,

By Allan Krill · #72676 · Oct 10

On ancestry 

If you have a collection of books in a foreign language that you can’t read, it might as 
well be garbage. But if you give it to the right person, it can be very valuable. The 
page Far Forebears by Boe

By Allan Krill · #72674 · Edited Oct 10

On ancestry 

Of course I can't read DNA code. But I have no doubt that others can, and I am trying 
to learn about it, as genetics is something I am very weak on. Here is a great web site 
that I am studying today.

By Allan Krill · #72669 · Oct 9

Why did early humans leave so little evidence of their existence? 

As I read this article, which mentions human bodies that were buried a long time ago 
(8,000 years) it gets me to think about the striking lack of early human burial sites. AAT 
can help explain this: m

By Allan Krill · #72666 · Oct 9

On ancestry 

In your example, Texas police misread the DNA evidence to convict two black men of 
a crime they did not commit. This is not a DNA-problem. If a DNA-testing company 
can't tell the difference between ma

By Allan Krill · #72663 · Oct 8

On ancestry 

Reading DNA code of living animals is not like interpreting Australopithecus or Homo 
erectus. Paleoanthropologists never find a complete skeleton that was respectfully 
buried and preserved, and never

By Allan Krill · #72657 · Oct 8

On ancestry 

Thanks for explaining your views. Here are my thoughts on this: Only a few 
creationists still think there was some sort of Garden of Eden (in Africa or elsewhere) 
where humans originated. And only a f

By Allan Krill · #72648 · Oct 7
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On ancestry 

I think that Elaine was graciously stepping aside by using the pseudonyms 'm3d' and 
'Bill'. Now in her 80's, she was still mentally sharp and keeping up with her reading 
and writing, but didn't want t

By Allan Krill · #72641 · Oct 6

On ancestry 

Alan, This and your next post about DNA make no sense to me. Do you think that 
humans are more closely related to orangutans than they are to chimpanzees or 
gorillas? Or maybe you think ‘closely relat

By Allan Krill · #72639 · Oct 6

On ancestry 

M3dodds was not talking to Elaine. M3dodds simply copied and posted a message 
that Elaine had written on another site. M3dodds knew what Elaine was posting 
elsewhere, and thought that this message of

By Allan Krill · #72637 · Oct 6

On ancestry 

Gareth, I guess you are now calling me ‘Elaine’s stalker’, because I have read and 
made available her published works that she wanted to be available. You are Elaine’s 
literary executor, but you are a

By Allan Krill · #72635 · Oct 6

On ancestry 

This reminds us that DNA is vastly superior to physical characteristics for determining 
how closely species are related. It's like comparing books: A few different books might 
look similar, judging fr

By Allan Krill · #72629 · Oct 5

Apiths ancestral to gorillas? 

Gareth: Here is a link to the article in Encyclopedia Britannica that you are referring to, 
and here is the figure that goes with that article. I can't imagine how you can claim 
that this article supp

By Allan Krill · #72617 · Oct 3

"Trust me, I'm a paleoanthropologist" 

Marine sedimentary rocks show many interesting patterns, but not mammal footprints. 
This is like mermaids: some people might think they have seen some, but you can be 
pretty sure they didn’t. And you

By Allan Krill · #72613 · Oct 3

Lake Tana conundrum 

Gareth, your conjectures often remind me of this observation by Mark Twain: In the 
space of one hundred and seventy-six years the Lower Mississippi has shortened 
itself two hundred and forty-two miles

By Allan Krill · #72610 · Oct 3

"Trust me, I'm a paleoanthropologist" 

I think that you can't beat paleoanthropologists at their own game, because they don't 
play fair. They claim to have picked up fossils that were lying loose on the ground 
('surface finds'), with nothi

By Allan Krill · #72590 · Oct 1
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Elaine in 2010 "I'm pushing ninety, and I think I've been very very lucky." 

These are great books. You can download them here to read them sometime. The 
Descent of Woman (1972) deals with 'male chauvinism.' Falling Apart: The Rise and 
Decline of Urban Civilisation (1976) deal

By Allan Krill · #72582 · Edited Oct 1

"Trust me, I'm a paleoanthropologist" 

Francesca, We don't 'believe in mermaids', but we do have our 'fantasy scenarios'. 
Here is your scenario for the evolution of modern chimpanzees and gorillas: https://
groups.io/g/AAT/message/69806 I l

By Allan Krill · #72577 · Oct 1

Pliocene hominids evolved along E not W.Africa 

If one is a paleontologist, one might suggest Algeria, where fossils can be looked for 
and found. If one is a geneticist, one might suggest Biafra, Nigeria, or Ghana. If one is 
an aquatic-aper, one mi

By Allan Krill · #72564 · Sep 30

Pliocene hominids evolved along E not W.Africa 

Thanks Gareth, for this correction. The article you found shows that the best age 
estimate of the Y-chromosomal Adam haplotype is 208 300 years, not 236 000 years, 
which the Wikipedia article used. Ne

By Allan Krill · #72562 · Sep 30

"Trust me, I'm a paleoanthropologist" 

The authors and articles you are referring to imply that some of the ancestors of 
modern chimpanzees and gorillas left the forests of western and central Africa, 
evolved strange features in East and S

By Allan Krill · #72561 · Sep 30

Pliocene hominids evolved along E not W.Africa 

You are thinking only of fossil evidence. There is zero fossil evidence for mammals in 
all of western central Africa. Billions of mammals live there, and their ancestors have 
never left a fossil that

By Allan Krill · #72558 · Sep 30

"Trust me, I'm a paleoanthropologist" 

Hi Francesca, I'm not concerned with being taken seriously, or being a laughingstock, 
or with what school kids know about human ancestors. I WANT PEOPLE TO STOP 
IGNORING AAT. "First they ignore you, t

By Allan Krill · #72554 · Sep 29

Talk (in Norwegian) on the Bioko model of AAT 

Twelve geology master students and a teacher asked me to tell them about the Bioko 
model of human evolution. There are striking parallels between the rejection of Alfred 
Wegener's model of continental

By Allan Krill · #72552 · Edited Oct 2

Link about fictional fossil evidence. 

Interesting! Can we trust your malware-detecting robot? Does this refreshed link 
(below) also get blocked? We can laugh about this picture "Trust me, I'm a robot." 
from Elaine Morgan's book Pinker's L

By Allan Krill · #72547 · Sep 26
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"Trust me, I'm a paleoanthropologist" 

We can laugh about this picture "Trust me, I'm a robot." from Elaine Morgan's book 
Pinker's List (2005). I think we should laugh at the fact that we trusted Arthur Keith 
and Charles Dawson and their P

By Allan Krill · #72543 · Sep 26

Elaine in 2010 "I'm pushing ninety, and I think I've been very very lucky." 

I am now half way through Elaine Morgan's book from 1976 Falling Apart: The Rise 
and Decline of Urban Civilisation. Except for the first few pages, which failed to 
engage, I think it is brilliant. Ful

By Allan Krill · #72541 · Sep 26

Two questions to think about 

If a population of chimps evolved in an isolated aquatic habitat with no predators for a 
million years, wouldn't they become just like humans? No fossils of a chimp or any 
other mammal have ever been

By Allan Krill · #72513 · Edited Sep 23

Concerning the Forward to Kuliukas' Elaine Morgan biography 

Elaine Morgan may have long been your number 1 hero, but that is not the impression 
you give on your web pages. One gets the distinct impression that Verhaegen is your 
hero. I suppose he is number 2 a

By Allan Krill · #72447 · Sep 14

Concerning the Forward to Kuliukas' Elaine Morgan biography 

I am sure others have the same impression, so let me explain. First this quote at the 
end of Elaine's TED talk: Somebody up there is issuing the commandment: "Thou 
shalt not believe in aquatic theory.

By Allan Krill · #72438 · Sep 14

Concerning the Forward to Kuliukas' Elaine Morgan biography 

"Ouch!" (I agree with you there!) Funny that I've misunderstood the word foreword. 
I've always thought it meant forward, toward the beginning of the book. Now I can 
move onward. I'm not the sole posth

By Allan Krill · #72435 · Sep 14

Concerning the Forward to Kuliukas' Elaine Morgan biography 

We can't change the things that put us where we are now. We can only aim for where 
we would like to go from here. I think Kuliukas said last year that he will update his 
book each year on her birthday

By Allan Krill · #72430 · Sep 14

Concerning the Forward to Kuliukas' Elaine Morgan biography 

Gareth I've been thinking about your posts to this group concerning Elaine. They're 
often unfair, and I'd like you to stop writing about her. She can't defend herself, and 
I'm tired of being the only

By Allan Krill · #72422 · Sep 13

Hominids and hominins family tree 

Is it so 'backward' that 'some group was somehow pushed into some environment it 
could have lived but did not choose to until pushed into there'? I think that is 
essentially the model for all the spec

By Allan Krill · #72419 · Sep 13
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Hominids and hominins family tree 

I Googled "ape human evolution made easy PPT verhaegen" as you recommended 
and, sure enough, found the Google result you want us to read. Here is my 
Verhaegen-Google-result-made-easy: https://www.rese

By Allan Krill · #72418 · Sep 13

Hominids and hominins family tree 

I'm happy to show you mine any time. (I guess I'm a bit of an exhibitionist.) Here are 
13, which I showed last year: https://groups.io/g/AAT/topic/78982688#69161 (On our 
other topic, there are 5 nodes

By Allan Krill · #72415 · Sep 13

Hominids and hominins family tree 

What you seem to be saying is that, if it isn't published or promoted by mainstream 
scientists then it can't be true. THAT'S NOT AT ALL WHAT I AM SAYING! THAT IS 
WHAT PALEOANTHROPOLOGISTS SEEM TO BE S

By Allan Krill · #72407 · Sep 13

Aquarborealism 

Your status in this group increases when you provide inside information about Elaine. 
But in this case, her status is diminished, because your information shows she was 
wrong. In her books she was who

By Allan Krill · #72404 · Sep 13

Hominids and hominins family tree 

These authors do not imply that Australopithecus was the common ancestor of 
humans and chimps. Almost no one thinks that, or we would find family trees showing 
it. I think that humans and chimps poppe

By Allan Krill · #72402 · Sep 13

Hominids and hominins family tree 

There are only two, not six, branches that meet at a single node in the cladogram you 
found. Branches can come out horizontally, vertically, or at an angle. Since you didn't 
know that, I was too harsh

By Allan Krill · #72400 · Sep 13

Hominids and hominins family tree 

How can the National Geographic article address all my other points when it doesn't 
mention Lucy or Australopithecus? The article explains that even though some genes 
of humans are closer to gorilla t

By Allan Krill · #72389 · Sep 12

Hominids and hominins family tree 

I think, just as everyone else seems to think: with it's teeth and other human-like 
features, Australopithecus cannot be an ancestor of modern chimps, bonobos, or 
gorillas. But maybe Francesca can fin

By Allan Krill · #72386 · Sep 12

Hominids and hominins family tree 

I understand your frustration. You are trying to write a book where you have bipedal 
human-like apes appearing first in the Mediterranean where you live. Then, the Gorilla 
branch migrated to East and

By Allan Krill · #72380 · Edited Sep 12
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Hominids and hominins family tree 

That makes no sense for the family tree you showed us, because there is no Gorilla or 
Gorilla branch on that tree. You need to try to find a published family tree that has 
both a Gorilla branch, a Pan

By Allan Krill · #72373 · Sep 12

Aquarborealism 

You write "My mistake, but..." Then you double down on what you remember Elaine to 
have said, and once again, I think she never said what you remember. Memories are 
selective, and fortunately we don't

By Allan Krill · #72371 · Sep 12

Aquarborealism 

I don't think that Elaine mentioned eyes in the water as a trigger. Here is what Elaine 
wrote in 1982: Man is known to share some of the physiological diving adaptations of 
the aquatic mammals, though

By Allan Krill · #72369 · Sep 11

Hominids and hominins family tree 

Your choice of words misleads us (and probably yourself) about this diagram. You 
make it sound like there is a 'gorilla branch', and that the gorilla branch includes 
Ardipithecus. There is no gorilla

By Allan Krill · #72366 · Sep 11

Aquarborealism 

For you, sloths and proboscis monkeys may be 'aquarboreal'. For essentially all 
zoologists, they are arboreal. Get real. Don't tell us things that are incorrect as if they 
are facts. The first line in

By Allan Krill · #72362 · Sep 11

Aquarborealism 

There is another way to tell if a skeleton is aquarboreal or not: the answer is simply 'It 
is not'. There are no 'aquarboreal' animals living today, and there probably never have 
been. 'Aquarboreal' i

By Allan Krill · #72360 · Sep 11

Why no chimp dispersal? 

I'll put my money ($13 per year) on BiokoApe.com. (As we all know, "A fool and his 
money are soon parted.":-)

By Allan Krill · #72359 · Sep 11

Why no chimp dispersal? 

Until now, I have assumed that you understand what a primitive feature is, but my 
assumption appears to have been wrong. Allan

By Allan Krill · #72295 · Sep 6

Is the larynx for walking or for swimming? 

Is it reason 1, 2, or 3 that explains why flamingos evolved such long leg bones?

By Allan Krill · #72292 · Edited Sep 6
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Elaine's statue 

Elaine quote: "I like human beings, and you're one of those, aren't you?" (I interview 
me, 2010)

By Allan Krill · #72254 · Sep 1

Elaine in 2010 "I'm pushing ninety, and I think I've been very very lucky." 

Thanks! I didn't know about her book Falling Apart, 1976 I will get it, and look forward 
to reading it.

By Allan Krill · #72234 · Aug 31

Elaine in 2010 "I'm pushing ninety, and I think I've been very very lucky." 

Thanks Gareth. Nice to be working together on this. Here is a link to the corrected 
transcript and the others in this archive: https://folk.ntnu.no/krill/morgan/
ElaineMorganpublications.pdf There is a

By Allan Krill · #72230 · Aug 31

Elaine in 2010 "I'm pushing ninety, and I think I've been very very lucky." 

Found another Elaine Morgan youtube yesterday. Here is a link and transcript: https://
folk.ntnu.no/krill/morgan/Morgan%202010.pdf

By Allan Krill · #72224 · Aug 31

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

It is difficult to discuss science, or anything else, with someone who constantly 
quibbles and tries to deny or distort uncomfortable truths. You did say that, at minute 
10 of this zoom video recordin

By Allan Krill · #72195 · Aug 30

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

Her memory may have been sketchy in her old age and especially after her stroke, but 
at times it must have been very good. A few weeks before she died, she had a 
meeting with Algis Kuliukas, and on th

By Allan Krill · #72186 · Aug 29

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

One of Huw's interests was helping her. She writes at the end of her autobiography 
Knock 'em Cold, Kid: Huw Morien was the one who settled in this area and never 
wanted to leave it. That's been lucky

By Allan Krill · #72183 · Aug 29

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

I thought that she was talking with Huw every day, and he was writing for her until she 
died. https://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/local-news/elaine-morgan-re-learning-
ropes-after-2058316 If that is not

By Allan Krill · #72180 · Aug 29

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

Try reading more, and quibbling less.

By Allan Krill · #72176 · Aug 29
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"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

Gareth, I’m sorry that you find it boring that I repeat myself in trying to help everyone 
to understand Elaine’s views correctly. Last year you said, off the cuff, that Elaine had 
not written 'a great

By Allan Krill · #72168 · Aug 29

Brain Asymmetry (was New Scientist Question: Smile or Snarl?) 

I have not discounted buoyancy (yet). I am still wondering if the large brain could be 
related to buoyancy of the body, not buoyancy of the head. If aquatic babies were 
selected by the production of f

By Allan Krill · #72157 · Aug 28

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

There is a major difference that you are trying to play down here: Your model involves 
an aquatic stage for the ancestors of gorilla, chimp, and human. The next stage was 
more aquatic evolution for hu

By Allan Krill · #72133 · Aug 27

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

There is another major difference: she thought that the ancestors of gorilla and 
chimpanzee never went through an aquatic or 'aquarboreal' stage. She argued 
consistently against that idea since 1982.

By Allan Krill · #72127 · Edited Aug 27

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

It is good that you and Gareth are encouraging me to check The Descent of Woman 
1972 again. I had never been especially interested it that book, because it is so full of 
outdated and incorrect geologi

By Allan Krill · #72084 · Edited Aug 25

The world's most famous swimming baby is in the news again 

https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-58327844 https://www.google.com/
search?
q=nevermind+album&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwig4vGipczyAhXVS
_EDHUwEAbYQ_AUoAXoECAQQAw&biw=1250&bih=739 http

By Allan Krill · #72082 · Aug 25

The Great Morphology Challenge 

For peripatric speciation, like the Marine iguana on Galapagos, there must have been 
simple divergence: no difference between 'initial' divergence and 'final' divergence. 
And in that case, LCA is not

By Allan Krill · #72058 · Aug 24

"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

In fact, she did write in 1985 that a dwindling of the forests would not have forced our 
ape ancestors to the coasts. She wrote it in her 1985 Postscript to her 1972 book The 
Descent of Woman: As time

By Allan Krill · #72025 · Aug 23
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"pelvic step" in chimp evolution 

Francesca, I wish you would quit telling people about Elaine's model, because you are 
misrepresenting it, to make her model seem compatible with your model. You write: 
"This is very close to Elaine's

By Allan Krill · #72017 · Aug 23

Verhaegen 1985: original hypothesis that Pan ancestors were partially aquatic 

On Sun, Aug 22, 2021 at 12:03 PM, Marc Verhaegen wrote: "The Aquatic Ape Theory: 
Evidence and a possible scenario" 1985 .... Soon thereafter, Elaine contacted me, we 
began an enormous correspondence (

By Allan Krill · #72002 · Aug 23

Elaine's statue (Applied quotology) 

Gareth, Thanks for your edits to the transcript of Elaine's lecture at UCL. Here is the 
updated transcript. (cliff and refresh). Elaine's talk was not extempore. She was not 
speaking off the cuff. She

By Allan Krill · #71990 · Aug 22

Where were Homo artists before the oldest known fossil art? 

There is no indication that after the grooves were made, the shell was buried and 
weathered. From the pictures we can see that after the Trinil grooves were made, the 
shell was rubbed. Remember that t

By Allan Krill · #71986 · Aug 22

Where were Homo artists before the oldest known fossil art? 

Look at the zig-zag pattern engraved on that shell: https://www.nature.com/articles/
nature13962/figures/2 Does it look like an engraving made by a Homo erectus sitting 
on a rock and using a shark's to

By Allan Krill · #71978 · Aug 22

Where were Homo artists before the oldest known fossil art? 

On Fri, Aug 20, 2021 at 08:27 PM, terry turner wrote: One of the oldest ( about 30 000 
years old ) and most complete of these figurines is the Venus of Willendorf. Since 
these Venus figurines and othe

By Allan Krill · #71957 · Aug 21

Elaine's statue (Applied quotology) 

The video of Elaine's talk at University College London ends after Part 1, so you need 
to watch the other 3 parts as well. If you click on the link Elaine's UCL talk in 2008 and 
refresh the page, you

By Allan Krill · #71954 · Aug 20

Elaine's statue (Applied quotology) 

What? You think that Elaine might have liked the idea that Homo-Pan-Gorilla lived on 
Danakil? She never indicated that. Maybe Homo on Danakil, but not HPG. The point 
with Danakil was to isolate Homo a

By Allan Krill · #71939 · Aug 20

Elaine's statue (Applied quotology) 

AFAIR -- As far as you remember? Do you think you she might have adopted the 
aquarboreal theory some time or other, and you would not remember that? She 
argued consistently against your theory on thes

By Allan Krill · #71935 · Aug 20
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Elaine's statue (Applied quotology) 

Gareth. I am not sure what you mean when you write. "any other way" (Other way than 
what?) She did not mean "I believe we evolved from apes that already were aquatic". 
Elaine was completely consistent

By Allan Krill · #71931 · Aug 20

Elaine's statue 

Jack, Good tip. Here is that quote: "There are two classes of mammals which are 
liable to accumulate large quantities of adipose tissue -- hibernating mammals and 
aquatic mammals." (apparently from a

By Allan Krill · #71925 · Edited Aug 19

Elaine's statue 

Final statement from Elaine's UCL talk in 2008 As it is now, when the creationists say: 
"Well, if man was not a special creation, why is he so different from the others?" We've 
got to say: "I don't kn

By Allan Krill · #71920 · Aug 19

Elaine's statue 

Quote from Elaine's TED talk in 2009. Thomas S. Kuhn wrote a seminal treatise about 
this back in 1962. He said: "What scientists do when a paradigm fails is..." (guess 
what) "...they carry on as if no

By Allan Krill · #71917 · Edited Aug 19

Elaine's statue 

“In short, the fossil record is perfectly compatible with the supposition that at some 
time between eight and six million years ago, at the north end of the Rift Valley where 
the most ancient hominid

By Allan Krill · #71916 · Aug 19

mid-Pleistocene fire-use 

Thanks Marc. This fits the Bioko model I am working with. Bioko coasts were densely 
populated and people there underwent a form of self-domestication. They had 
advanced language and social skills, but

By Allan Krill · #71914 · Aug 19

H.erectus was a bottom-dweller 

You are missing evidence. No youtubes were made on Bioko 6 million years ago. :)

By Allan Krill · #71909 · Aug 18

H.erectus was a bottom-dweller 

I think it is fascinating that nobody follows my Bioko idea. And I am very pleased to be 
the only one working on it for now. It is giving me time to make corrections myself. 
Should I prefer that someo

By Allan Krill · #71903 · Aug 18

H.erectus was a bottom-dweller 

I choose not to accept your memory here, because Elaine's own published words -- at 
this AAT-discussion site, and in her books and lectures -- clearly contradict what you 
are saying.

By Allan Krill · #71899 · Aug 18
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Elaine's statue 

In 2008, Elaine Morgan gave a lecture at University College London, in which she said: 
If you've been teaching something that's been wrong all your life, you're not very 
anxious to suddenly stand up a

By Allan Krill · #71898 · Aug 18

H.erectus was a bottom-dweller 

You were not trying to give Elaine credit for this suggestion. You were trying to give 
your model credit, by suggesting that Elaine somehow would have supported it. You 
must have known that Elaine was

By Allan Krill · #71896 · Aug 18

H.erectus was a bottom-dweller 

Francesca You should check the context of what Elaine wrote: https://groups.io/g/
AAT/message/696?p=,,,20,0,0,0::Created,,nipped,20,2,0,64886124 I think you have 
misinterpreted Elaine's statement. She

By Allan Krill · #71867 · Edited Aug 17

An 'Aquatic-ape' stage and a 'Free-sharing floater' stage in human prehistory 

I think some of them did venture to the mainland. They may be what we know as 
Homo erectus. And other hominin fossils may have originated by evolution on Bioko, 
perhaps with strange ape-like features

By Allan Krill · #71863 · Aug 16

An 'Aquatic-ape' stage and a 'Free-sharing floater' stage in human prehistory 

Gareth, Thanks for finding this paper, which I had not read. You should now take the 
time to read it properly. The paper does not say that for 6 months of the year there are 
no turtles. At the end of

By Allan Krill · #71860 · Aug 16

POS in He 

Marc, The book by Walker & Leakey 'The Nariokotome Homo erectus skeleton' 
describes every bone of Homo erectus (except hands and feet, which were missing.) 
Maybe in that book you can find evidence tha

By Allan Krill · #71857 · Aug 16

An 'Aquatic-ape' stage and a 'Free-sharing floater' stage in human prehistory 

Gareth, Thanks for your suggestions. Proto-Cape Verde and proto-Principe are 
interesting. They are volcanic and on the 'right side' of Africa -- the side with all the 
other descendants of the human-ch

By Allan Krill · #71856 · Aug 16

An 'Aquatic-ape' stage and a 'Free-sharing floater' stage in human prehistory 

Early humans lived a Hunter-gatherer lifestyle. They must have evolved from apes that 
lived an Arboreal gatherer lifestyle. But between these two stages in human 
development, other stages must have go

By Allan Krill · #71853 · Edited Aug 15

H.erectus was a bottom-dweller 

This article does not mention Homo erectus, or humans, or human evolution. It is from 
2016, not 2021. https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27794536/

By Allan Krill · #71845 · Aug 14
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Floating While Sleeping 2.5 ( without Crocodiles ) 

Terry, I am guessing that you think these fully aquatic humans were in India, where 
yoga is practiced and where rivers are considered sacred. But don't make us guess. 
Tell us more about what you are t

By Allan Krill · #71843 · Aug 14

Sleeping While Floating ( without crocodiles ) 

I think the philtral ridges are there because our ancestors needed them for closing the 
nose. https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lip#/media/
File%3AAnatomy_of_the_human_lip.jpg

By Allan Krill · #71811 · Aug 10

Sleeping While Floating ( without crocodiles ) 

Our bald body, protruding nose, and tendency to produce blubber suggest that our 
ancestors lived mostly in water, not just near water. They probably slept in water, ate in 
water, pooped in water, had

By Allan Krill · #71806 · Aug 10

Sleeping While Floating ( without crocodiles ) 

Re: Sleeping While Floating (without crocodiles ) possibly on Bioko Here are parts of 
Terry's message (in italics) with links to his youtube clips This nonspecific reference to 
sleeping while floating

By Allan Krill · #71805 · Aug 10

Various Bioko-related issues 

That is one of the (many) arguments for Bioko. The human body is well adapted to life 
on Bioko beaches: reliable supply of turtle eggs and meat, no strong sun to burn the 
naked skin, no predators. In

By Allan Krill · #71799 · Aug 9

Various Bioko-related issues 

"20 tons of shells" seems like a lot of freshwater shellfish! But it is only about enough 
to feed two people for one year. And after that, the larger shellfish are depleted in that 
area, and those two

By Allan Krill · #71798 · Edited Aug 9

Not Invented Here Syndrome 

I agree. Paleoanthropologists are stuck working with the wrong side(s) of Africa, where 
they can find fossils. They should stop overlooking the fossil-free parts of Africa, 
where we now have 4 taxa of

By Allan Krill · #71792 · Aug 9

Not Invented Here Syndrome 

Don't worry about number 2 yet. Start with number 1: What do you think are the main 
reasons that paleoanthropologists reject the aquatic ape theory?

By Allan Krill · #71788 · Aug 9

Not Invented Here Syndrome 

Defining Not Invented Here Syndrome In 1982, a seminal study examined the behavior 
of 50 R & D teams and explored the effect of the social phenomenon called Not 
Invented Here (NIH) Syndrome, which was

By Allan Krill · #71786 · Aug 9
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The Island Syndrome 

Remarkable species often evolve on islands, a phenomenon known as the "island 
syndrome". The mild climate of an island can explain why humans did not need fur for 
warmth or sun protection. The lack of

By Allan Krill · #71783 · Aug 9

floating ancestors? 

Dugongs seem to survive in crocodile-infested waters because of their huge size, like 
the hippopotamus. I think that no human or human-sized mammal could sleep floating 
in any water where dugongs or h

By Allan Krill · #71782 · Aug 9

floating ancestors? 

Yes, there are many dangers: bees, wasps, and hornets, are dangerous, as are 
mosquitoes and some snails. But those dangers don't relate to Marc's question of 
"floating ancestors". My point is that cro

By Allan Krill · #71779 · Aug 8

floating ancestors? 

Gareth, You seem to not understand the burden of proof concerning scientific 
evidence. If crocodiles are not present on a volcanic island, and there are also no 
other large predators on that island, t

By Allan Krill · #71776 · Aug 8

midden-like bivalve shell assemblage 1.5 Ma 

Gareth Who's quibbling? I am trying to explain things to you, but it seems you are 
trying not to understand. Never heard anyone ever suggest that they were 1.5 million 
years old? Have you noticed that

By Allan Krill · #71775 · Aug 8

floating ancestors? 

So how much colder was the water in S-Asia during glacials? There are crocodiles all 
around Africa, in water that is 8 degrees colder than in S-Asia. https://
icp.giss.nasa.gov/research/ppa/1997/oceanc

By Allan Krill · #71771 · Aug 8

floating ancestors? 

I wrote that there ARE no crocodiles. I did not write that there WERE no crocodiles. It 
is impossible to provide «actual evidence» that crocodiles did NOT discover the 
volcanic island Bioko and lived

By Allan Krill · #71769 · Aug 8

midden-like bivalve shell assemblage 1.5 Ma 

These are freshwater shells. They are «midden-like» but not considered to be a 
midden. They are now properly dated, and thought to have a maximum age of 
540,000 years, not 1.5 Ma. See https://www.natu

By Allan Krill · #71768 · Aug 8

"early" intensive marine resource exploitation 

Those were very limited freshwater clams. Anthropologists have not considered them 
to be a shell midden, which is why they say the earliest are about 120,000 years old.

By Allan Krill · #71762 · Aug 8
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floating ancestors? 

Are there any littoral mammals that sleep floating anywhere in Africa or tropical Asia? 
Wouldn't they be taken by a crocodile if they tried it? There are no crocodiles in the 
water of Bioko, so I supp

By Allan Krill · #71760 · Aug 8

"early" intensive marine resource exploitation 

From these reports, it seems that the earliest shell middens known are about 120,000 
years old. I suggest that before that time, there were no humans intensely exploiting 
shellfish. Thousands of semia

By Allan Krill · #71759 · Aug 8

fire making 

Thanks Gareth for your video. Even though pyrite is brittle and easily crushed with a 
hammer, I see from your video that it would last for more than a few strikes :) 
Otherwise, geodes with quartz crys

By Allan Krill · #71749 · Aug 5

fire making 

Unfortunately, Gareth, this is not right. Pyrite is hard and brittle. It shatters easily and 
turns to powder if you try to use it like a hammer. To make sparks with pyrite, you 
need a large supply, be

By Allan Krill · #71745 · Aug 4

fire making 

We all write silly things once in a while. But I try to correct the record when someone 
misquotes Elaine. I think it is silly to write that "fire-making began with the sparks from 
stones opening shell

By Allan Krill · #71742 · Aug 4

fire making 

Hi Marc, I think that you don't remember this quite correctly. Alister Hardy suggested 
something like this in his New Scientist article in 1960. But it is rather silly and 
speculative, and I don't thi

By Allan Krill · #71738 · Edited Aug 3

Where, when, & why did humans originate? 

Gareth I think your ancestors knew just how to go about it. After the 100 kg female 
Green turtle or 300 kg Leatherback turtle deposited its eggs in beach sand during the 
night, a few people sang a son

By Allan Krill · #71414 · Jun 5

Where, when, & why did humans originate? 

Anthropogeny.net The earliest Y-chromosome DNA (A00) and language (Khoi-San with 
'clicks') are in west Africa, from about 200,000 years ago. But how could 
domesticated and anatomically modern humans s

By Allan Krill · #71410 · Jun 5

Mitochondrial DNA (maternal lineage) seems to point to western and central Africa 

As I posted last week, Y-DNA (paternal lineage, Haplogroup A00) seems to point to 
western Africa, near Bioko: #71328 Mitochondrial DNA (maternal lineage, Haplogroup 
L1) seems to point to more or less

By Allan Krill · #71389 · May 31
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Little Foot, fossil Pan or Gorilla ;-) 

Hi Marc. Thanks for these abstracts of papers. Very helpful. You write "fossil Pan or 
Gorilla" and I think that's an important suggestion. I notice that Beaudet compares the 
bones to many different ho

By Allan Krill · #71380 · May 29

Hs replacing Hs 

Alan. I can agree with you about this: 'The Garden of Eden does not exist, and it 
certainly was not Africa.' But maybe 'The Island of EDUMN'? (Exotic Development in a 
Utopian Marine Niche) which was 3

By Allan Krill · #71377 · Edited May 29

How do you know you have a mind, if you can't change it? 

On Tue, May 25, 2021 at 06:57 AM, alandarwinvanarsdale wrote: (PDF) Was Man More 
Aquatic in the Past? Fifty Years after Alister Hardy Waterside Hypotheses of Human 
Evolution | Mario Vaneechoutte - Aca

By Allan Krill · #71363 · May 26

An estimated 10,000 Homo sapiens might have lived on Bioko Island for 5 My 

Many female sea-turtles come to the Bioko beaches each night during much of the 
year, to bury their eggs in the sand (Butynski 1996, Tomas 1999). The turtles return 
immediately to the sea, leaving the

By Allan Krill · #71357 · May 24

World Map of Y-DNA Haplogroups 

Jack, that's an interesting point that I need to clarify. I think chimpanzees became 
isolated on Proto-Bioko 6 my ago. After only one generation they were probably 
bipedal and pretty good swimmers. Ev

By Allan Krill · #71336 · May 23

World Map of Y-DNA Haplogroups 

Khoisan genes for elongated labia (female genitalia) might have somehow helped 
women living in water avoid infections. Khoisan are thought to have the world's oldest 
language. It is characterized by c

By Allan Krill · #71334 · May 23

World Map of Y-DNA Haplogroups 

Jack, That's not how it works. You don't start with a house full of mutations, and then 
remove them successively until you have a more or less empty house. It works 
something like this: 1. This is the

By Allan Krill · #71333 · May 22

World Map of Y-DNA Haplogroups 

The people who have a high frequency of Haplogroup A2, A3 (Khoisan) also have 
genes that promote a unique amount of blubber (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Steatopygia) which would be of value to aquat

By Allan Krill · #71330 · May 22

World Map of Y-DNA Haplogroups 

I had no idea where in Africa geneticists thought 'Y-Chromosomal Adam' was from, 
but obviously I was pleased to discover this map today, and learn about Haplogroup 
A00, which was first published in 20

By Allan Krill · #71328 · May 22
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Pygmies and Khoi-san/San 

On Wed, May 19, 2021 at 03:06 PM, alandarwinvanarsdale wrote: Pygmies the World 
over like to drum and dance a lot, even in the Americas and Sahul. Pygmies are not 
the newest “race” they are the oldest

By Allan Krill · #71306 · Edited May 21

Aquatic humans on Bioko Island presumably had neutral-colored skin 

Did you notice those amazing chimp muscles that humans have lost? Aquatic humans 
had no need for big muscles. They needed blubber, for floating in the water. They 
spent the day singing and talking, be

By Allan Krill · #71301 · May 21

Aquatic humans on Bioko Island presumably had neutral-colored skin 

In the Bioko model of human evolution, human skin evolved from neutral-colored 
chimpanzee skin. The aquatic apes lost their fur and evolved into naked humans, 
because they were mostly in the water, at

By Allan Krill · #71300 · May 20

hybridization in evolution 

Thanks for another interesting article. Dead-end hominin branches of the evolutionary 
tree might be hybrids. Bipedal Australopithecus fossils might have been Gorilluman 
and Chimpanzuman that wandered

By Allan Krill · #71270 · May 18

Differences between human and chimpanzee genomes. Excellent summary. 

BMC Genomics 2020, 21(Suppl 7):535 https://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/
track/pdf/10.1186/s12864-020-06962-8.pdf Differences between human and 
chimpanzee genomes and their implications in gene expres

By Allan Krill · #71268 · May 18

Out of America 

Jack. You have studied and collected info on many of the relevant viruses. What we 
need is a list or table of primates (with humans, chimps, gorillas, orangutans, gibbons, 
baboons, and macaques) that

By Allan Krill · #71243 · May 17

How early might apes have rafted to Proto-Bioko ? 

On Sat, May 15, 2021 at 02:42 PM, Jack D.Barnes wrote: How then do you explain 
the lack of of CERV2 in homo which was deposited at 21.9mya in the chimp genome? 
This is a 10,000 base pair complex struc

By Allan Krill · #71233 · May 16

Is Bioko "on the wrong side of Africa"? 

On Fri, May 14, 2021 at 08:50 AM, fceska_gr wrote: How about Socotra island as 
another possibility? But I guess no evidence has been found there except possible 
erectus stone tools? At least it's on t

By Allan Krill · #71218 · May 15

Out of Bioko theory of human evolution 

Thanks Jack. Your detailed comments are very helpful. I don't see myself as 
'defending' the Bioko model, but rather improving it, and your comments will help for 
my next version. I have not read Fille

By Allan Krill · #71158 · May 14
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Out of Bioko theory of human evolution 

Thanks Gareth. I think facts are a form of evidence. We need models that are 
parsimonious ('neat and tidy') that can explain the significant facts. Some desired 
evidence will always be missing. As new

By Allan Krill · #71155 · May 14

Out of Bioko theory of human evolution 

Out of Bioko theory (OOB) is not the same as Out of Africa theory (OOA). In the 
following summary, ages and other details are debatable (obviously). 8 Myr. 
Chimpanzees and gorillas split from a common

By Allan Krill · #71138 · May 12

early opposed thumb 

I think this is the main point: to use a trademarked or copyrighted habitat: Like Lilliput 
Island, or Moria in Middle-earth, or Hogwarts in the Wizarding World. Coining words 
and habitats that no one

By Allan Krill · #71123 · May 10

early opposed thumb 

Hi Marc. I don't know what you mean with the term aquarboreal tetrapod. Are there 
any living examples? Maybe you consider some of the semiaquatic tetrapods on this 
list to be aquarboreal? You've said

By Allan Krill · #71118 · May 10

Defining phylogenies. MGD vs The MC, explaining diversity, complexity and 
“inventions” 

Hi Gareth. I basically agree with you on this, and on speciation and evolution. But 
some people consider braiding to be a form of forking: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
River_fork and even some big ri

By Allan Krill · #71098 · May 9

Defining phylogenies. MGD vs The MC, explaining diversity, complexity and 
“inventions” 

Hi Gareth. Braided rivers do fork in the direction of flow. https://duckduckgo.com/?
q=braided+river&iax=images&ia=images That is because they are carrying too much 
sediment as bed load. As their carry

By Allan Krill · #71096 · May 9

H/P = 4 to 8 Ma 

Hi Alan. Thanks for giving us this link: Evolution: Library: Molecular Evolution: Neutral 
Drift (pbs.org) It's something that I have really needed. It's part of a library with 
glossary: https://www.pb

By Allan Krill · #71094 · May 9

Most Human Origins Stories Are Not Compatible With Known Fossils 

Hi Marc, Has anyone in the past 26 years mentioned your idea that Gorilla or Pan 
evolved from Australopithecines? I'm sure you've collected references, if there are 
any. Please list them for us. There

By Allan Krill · #71067 · May 8
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Most Human Origins Stories Are Not Compatible With Known Fossils 

Maybe authors are aware of those Pan teeth, but do not trust they are really 12.5 
million years old. They may be closer to 12.5 years old, and brought to Kenya from 
Congo by a dishonest worker. It is

By Allan Krill · #71065 · May 8

Defining phylogenies. MGD vs The MC, explaining diversity, complexity and 
“inventions” 

Jack. These are interesting questions. I am no expert on these, but like to stick my 
neck out. Here are my answers: 1. Homo is much more complex than Cyanobacteria.. 
why? Because cyanobacteria continu

By Allan Krill · #71056 · May 7

Defining phylogenies. MGD vs The MC, explaining diversity, complexity and 
“inventions” 

Jack, I don't understand this yet. Their cladogram (link to your attachment #71036) 
shows that Human is more closely related to Frog (4) than to Fish (6), which is correct. 
Can we think of Genetic Div

By Allan Krill · #71051 · Edited May 7

Fossil apes & human evolution 

"Fossil apes and human evolution" These authors are concerned with fossil apes, 
which they relate to human evolution in order to receive funding. Their goals are to: 1) 
establish their authority, 2) i

By Allan Krill · #71049 · Edited May 7

New bonobo genome fine tunes great ape evolution studies 

Humans are shown here to be even more closely related to chimpanzees and 
bonobos. But incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) makes the genetic relationships 
complex. Here is a good wikipedia-explanation of

By Allan Krill · #71025 · May 6

Cranial Capacity 

Here is a simple hypothesis: Aquatic human evolution selected for deposition of 
subcutaneous fat, for buoyancy and insulation. Since DHA was richly available in the 
marine diet, the same selection pre

By Allan Krill · #71024 · May 6

Why Biologists believe in Mosaic forms 

Gareth I never agree 100% with anything I read, it seems. Here is something in your 
last post that I disagree with. I think we can be pretty sure that the bonobo originated 
inside the curve of the Con

By Allan Krill · #70929 · Apr 25

Why Biologists believe in Mosaic forms 

Thanks Gareth. This was a brilliant post #70926. One of the best of the past year 
(since I have followed this AAT-group.) I save it here so that I can easily find it again. 
Allan

By Allan Krill · #70928 · Apr 25
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Why Biologists believe in Mosaic forms 

Jack. I think your 11 intuitive points #70747 are very helpful. I'm wondering about your 
number 8. Maybe you can explain or document why you think speciation takes 10 
million years in mammals. I can't

By Allan Krill · #70907 · Edited Apr 24

pectoral girdle of StW 573 "Little Foot" 

Gareth. Of course Table 1 can't tell you how similar the shoulder is to gorillas. Other 
tables and figures show you that. And the Abstract that you have read doesn't tell 
more than say that the should

By Allan Krill · #70892 · Apr 22

pectoral girdle of StW 573 "Little Foot" 

Francesca. This is not about MY conclusions/hypothesis. It is not about how I REALLY 
SEE IT. This is about published evidence that is very clearly presented and interpreted 
by these authors. When I wr

By Allan Krill · #70891 · Apr 22

pectoral girdle of StW 573 "Little Foot" 

Gareth. I am not misrepresenting. Maybe you are being dim, as you said: ( #70884 ) 
You are referring to the Abstract only. I am referring to the entire article. They leave no 
doubt that the shoulder i

By Allan Krill · #70887 · Edited Apr 22

pectoral girdle of StW 573 "Little Foot" 

Francesca. In the paper you are referring to, they are discussing the brain of StW-573, 
not the shoulder. They only compare the brain of StW-573 to the brain of a chimp 
(Pan). They do not compare it t

By Allan Krill · #70885 · Apr 22

pectoral girdle of StW 573 "Little Foot" 

Hi Gareth My comment has nothing to do with arboreal vs. aquarboreal. It has to do 
with Marc's changing the abstract in a way that de-emphasized the important point 
that the fossil is Gorilla-like and

By Allan Krill · #70882 · Apr 22

pectoral girdle of StW 573 "Little Foot" 

Marc. It is great that you alert us to interesting articles, and put the abstracts here for 
us to read. But please don't modify the abstracts. Just copy and paste them for us. 
When you modify them, yo

By Allan Krill · #70880 · Apr 22

Pan/gorilla origins 

Hi Francesca and Marc It is clear from this paper, already stated in the abstract 
(above), that orangutans do indeed knuckle-walk. It is not considered to be their 
"primary locomotor behavior" because

By Allan Krill · #70825 · Apr 20

Pan/gorilla origins 

Thanks Francesca. I think you're right, also about 'the PA bias'. Biases guide people's 
opinions (including scientist's). Here is my bias: "If it walked on two legs, it came from 
the pile marked 'huma

By Allan Krill · #70815 · Apr 20
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Pan/gorilla origins 

Here at AAT-groups we have two alternative hypotheses about Australopithecus 
(apiths): 1. (Marc and Francesca) E.Afr. apiths were evolving towards Gorilla (afarensis-
like -> boisei-like -> G) and S.Af

By Allan Krill · #70813 · Apr 20

Bipedal dog (after a traffic accident ruined its front legs as a puppy) 

This dog walks and jogs on its hind legs. Has been doing so most of its life (6 years 
old.) Probably not a good model for us, since its puppies are quadrupedal. https://
www.nrk.no/video/hunden-dexter-

By Allan Krill · #70809 · Apr 19

island rule 

That's an interesting question, Marc. I think that the drill monkey is a good candidate 
(see Gareth's suggestion: #70789) The drill and mandrill are different species, and 
easy to identify, because th

By Allan Krill · #70807 · Edited Apr 19

island rule 

'Bioko' is on the wrong side of 1985.

By Allan Krill · #70787 · Apr 18

island rule 

One can discuss why islands generate giant and dwarf species. What no one needs to 
discuss, is that islands typically generate new species, and that some of those 
species are remarkable. Here are the

By Allan Krill · #70781 · Apr 18

Pan/gorilla origins, corrected picture 

I'll show you mine. I'm not shy. Here are my lines. The dashed lines are direct lineages, 
with no intermediate species. All the other fossil species evolved their human features 
on Bioko, before escap

By Allan Krill · #70757 · Apr 16

Pan/gorilla origins, corrected picture 

Francesca Thanks for using a cladogram to illustrate what I would call your 'wonderful 
adventure story'. Is there anyone who has published a cladogram like this, or 
supported the idea that after the P

By Allan Krill · #70755 · Apr 16

Pan/gorilla origins, corrected picture 

Beware of parsimony: it can kill a wonderful adventure story — reducing it to a single 
sentence. For example: Some chimps got isolated in an aquatic habitat on a barren 
volcanic island, and a few desc

By Allan Krill · #70752 · Apr 16

Pan/gorilla origins 

Hi Francesca. I finally understand it, and I'm sorry about the confusion I've caused by 
writing 'chimp' when I meant 'Pan-Homo LCA' and 'gorilla' when I meant 'Pan-Gorilla 
LCA'. That was a sort of sho

By Allan Krill · #70722 · Apr 15
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Pan/gorilla origins 

Hi Francesca Thanks for this last try. I am getting it now -- why we are talking past one 
another. When I say "Gorilla" I am meaning the LCA between the Pan and Gorilla 
lineages. I think the LCA was m

By Allan Krill · #70717 · Apr 14

Pan/gorilla origins 

Francesca I'm just saying that there are no intermediate species in the Pan lineage on 
published cladograms. Modern chimps and gorillas have similar furry bodies, they 
knuckle-walk the same, and they

By Allan Krill · #70697 · Apr 14

Human connection to continental shelfs 

Hi Gareth. Glad you took out Jim Moore (aquaticape.org) with a hand-axe. I thought 
hand-axes, with their sharp handles, could only hurt someone who actually tried to 
use them for something ;-) Moore w

By Allan Krill · #70686 · Edited Apr 14

boisei & robustus evolved in parallel 

Jack, Yes, there are intermediate forms. But no one suggests that ay of them are 
ancestors of modern chimps. They are evolutionary off shoots. What I am looking for 
is someone who says that some inter

By Allan Krill · #70684 · Apr 14

Pan/Gorilla origins 

Thanks Francesca, for showing this cladogram (b). It summarizes nicely the 
parsimonious model that modern humans and chimps and gorillas all evolved with no 
intermediate species. All species that seem

By Allan Krill · #70683 · Apr 14

Congo redux 

Thanks Alan, Francesca, Gareth, Jack, and Marc for trying. I have also tried: there 
seems to be no published cladogram or professional evolutionist that proposes an 
intermediate species between chimpa

By Allan Krill · #70682 · Apr 14

Human connection to continental shelfs 

Gareth. I don't believe you, yet. Please show me where she wrote that she regretted 
mentioning it, and then I will believe you. Elaine thought very carefully about things 
before she wrote them. And th

By Allan Krill · #70669 · Apr 13

Congo redux 

Hi Gareth. I agree that we would not expect to find intermediate forms between Pan 
and Gorilla (sister taxa.) That is my point. And the fossil you mention here 
(Nyanzapithecus ales) just distracts fro

By Allan Krill · #70666 · Apr 13

Human connection to continental shelfs 

Hi Gareth. It was not just a quote of somebody else's suggestion, or somebody's first 
guess. The last chapter of Elaine's book The Aquatic Ape in 1982 was called "When 
and Where it Happened" and that

By Allan Krill · #70664 · Apr 13
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Human connection to continental shelfs 

Hi Marc. My point is that during the past 35 years, there has come lots of new 
evidence: new genetics, new fossils, new climate insights, new ideas. Have you ever 
noticed that anything you previously

By Allan Krill · #70660 · Apr 13

Congo redux 

Hi Francesca Actually 'geographical distribution' is my main interest. It is you and 
Marc that seem to think it is irrelevant -- you suggest that Pan split from Gorilla in 
Europe, and then both wander

By Allan Krill · #70659 · Apr 13

Congo redux 

Hi Francesca. We are actually talking about chimpanzees, gorillas, orangs, and 
gibbons. And the ones that are genetically and phylogenically closely related don't live 
in completely different ranges.

By Allan Krill · #70645 · Apr 12

Congo redux 

Jack Broad radiation happens all the time. But contraction happens by extinctions, 
not by reverse-radiation from far away areas to adjacent areas. It is not parsimonious 
to think that the 5 taxa of Pa

By Allan Krill · #70644 · Apr 12

Human connection to continental shelfs 

Marc, Since 1985 you have been telling people what 'the AAH is about'. Are you 
willing to consider new ideas or new evidence that challenge your published views? 
Have you ever published something that

By Allan Krill · #70642 · Apr 12

Congo redux 

Jack, You and Francesca and Marc all think that great apes once radiated broadly in 
Africa, and then contracted to adjacent current ranges. That is not very parsimonious. 
When we look at the restricte

By Allan Krill · #70639 · Apr 12

Human connection to continental shelfs 

Hi Terry Thanks for discussing perceived problems with Bioko. It helps me to consider 
these things. The aquatic humans didn't have boats, so I'm not sure that a wide 
continental shelf would have been

By Allan Krill · #70636 · Apr 12

Congo redux 

Gareth 'We' do not know that the river is new. It is only 'you' who knows that. You 
think it is only a few thousand years old: #70582 'We' know that the river is about 34 
million years old, because th

By Allan Krill · #70633 · Apr 11

Congo redux 

Gareth Terry is mostly right. The Congo River does not actually carry 'rocks and 
gravel'. It carries mostly clay-sized particles that are so tiny that they stay in 
suspension, practically 'blending' w

By Allan Krill · #70628 · Apr 11
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Molecular clocks. 3 studies attached. 

I agree with Jack, that self-domestication and a bottleneck must be keys to explaining 
our evolution. Here is a good Wikipedia article on self-domestication. (Domestication 
is emphasized in the book C

By Allan Krill · #70615 · Apr 11

Congo redux 

Here is a scientific paper on this topic: Takemoto et al. 2015. The Congo Basin has 
been forming over a period of hundreds of millions of years. The Congo River has 
been flowing for 34 million years.

By Allan Krill · #70596 · Apr 10

Bioko Island was part of Africa sometimes (land bridge) and not part of Africa at other 
times (no land bridge) 

Francesca You would like to prove that humans originated in Greece, where you live. 
Jack would like to prove that humans originated in America, where he lives, and Bruce 
Fenton would like to prove tha

By Allan Krill · #70568 · Apr 9

Bioko Island was part of Africa sometimes (land bridge) and not part of Africa at other 
times (no land bridge) 

Natural selection in water can explain it all. Chimpanzee offspring that were better 
suited for water had better chances of survival. I think the first chimpanzees did not 
have an easy life. They may

By Allan Krill · #70546 · Apr 8

Bioko Island was part of Africa sometimes (land bridge) and not part of Africa at other 
times (no land bridge) 

Hi Gareth. That is an interesting point. The first chimps must have been trapped on 
the island, but after the first land bridge appeared, they were free to leave. But most 
people and animals are satis

By Allan Krill · #70543 · Apr 7

Bioko Island was part of Africa sometimes (land bridge) and not part of Africa at other 
times (no land bridge) 

Parts of the human genome seem to say that human ancestors were in Africa, and 
parts seem to say they weren't. Only during times that Bioko was connected to Africa, 
would primates there have been expo

By Allan Krill · #70541 · Apr 7

arterial O2 saturation in free-diving to 80 m 

You should also be pleased to give her credit, such as by citing Chapter 11 (1997) in 
your article. You hide the fact that in 1997 you had already read her previous books 
Scars of Evolution (1990) and

By Allan Krill · #70538 · Edited Apr 7

arterial O2 saturation in free-diving to 80 m 

Hi Peter You did not mention Elaine Morgan's book The Aquatic Ape Hypothesis 
(1997) in this article. It that because you forgot her discourse (Chapter 11) on the 
descended larynx and SIDS? (It include

By Allan Krill · #70531 · Apr 6
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opening shellfish: sea-otters & macaques 

Their God would also have a tail. And they would believe religious and scientific myths 
that put distance between themselves and other species.

By Allan Krill · #70521 · Apr 5

opening shellfish: sea-otters & macaques 

If it had been monkeys (like macaques) that had gotten stranded on a barren volcanic 
island, the primates now ruling the world might have had tails.

By Allan Krill · #70519 · Apr 5

Divergence-time estimates for hominins provide insight into encephalization and body 
mass trends in human evolution 

Look at the cladograms that Püschel et al. drew in Figure 1 (my last message), and 
consider how deceptive they were in that drawing: There are three living primates here 
(they did not include bonobos)

By Allan Krill · #70502 · Apr 4

Divergence-time estimates for hominins provide insight into encephalization and body 
mass trends in human evolution 

Jack, In paleoanthropology there is stiff competition for being "the dumbest paper 
ever written". Any scientific paper that is based on irreproducible and untestable 
evidence could be called dumb. Her

By Allan Krill · #70501 · Apr 4

Divergence-time estimates for hominins provide insight into encephalization and body 
mass trends in human evolution 

This paper is full of scientific bluff. The authors make lots of decisions about which 
'topological hypotheses' to include. Other paleoanthropologists would use other 
topological hypotheses. Then they

By Allan Krill · #70499 · Apr 3

Ghost lineages deceive introgression tests and call for a new null hypothesis | bioRxiv. 
Plus Y chromosome lineage paper and graphic. 

An interesting point here is that DNA suggests there was a 'ghost' population in 
western Africa that left no fossils, because of the warm and humid climate. If there 
had been such a population in East

By Allan Krill · #70480 · Apr 2

Ghost lineages deceive introgression tests and call for a new null hypothesis | bioRxiv. 
Plus Y chromosome lineage paper and graphic. 

Here's another about ghost lineages showing that we could very well have originated 
in West Africa, as Allan proposes. https://www.npr.org/2020/02/12/805237120/ghost-
dna-in-west-africans-complicates-s

By Allan Krill · #70476 · Apr 2

Buoyancy: Was Expansion of the human forebrain 

Thanks Bernie, for sharing more of your insight. Now we can add short muscle fibers 
and weak muscles to our list of unique human traits. Here is a useful article 
documenting this, from 2017: Chimpanze

By Allan Krill · #70452 · Edited Apr 1
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Parsimony is popular among geneticists, unpopular among paleoanthropologists 

Gareth. There is no point in explaining something to someone who does not want to 
understand. Most people here at AAT group probably don't like this topic about 
parsimony and genetics, so they ignore

By Allan Krill · #70426 · Mar 30

Parsimony is popular among geneticists, unpopular among paleoanthropologists 

The parsimony principle is basic to all science and tells us to choose the simplest 
scientific explanation that fits the evidence. In terms of tree-building, that means that, 
all other things being eq

By Allan Krill · #70420 · Mar 30

Out of Africa: origins and evolution of human malaria parasites 

Jack. Can we start with one? Please give me a reference to a scientific paper in a 
respected journal (such as the International Journal for Parasitology) that shows 
chimps having an adaptation for a p

By Allan Krill · #70401 · Mar 28

Out of Africa: origins and evolution of human malaria parasites 

Humans apparently first got malaria parasites by being bitten by mosquitos that had 
also bitten western gorillas. That species of gorilla is nearest to the island of Bioko. 
Using DNA of parasites, vir

By Allan Krill · #70392 · Mar 27

Buoyancy: Was Expansion of the human forebrain 

I am concerned about whether my arguments are well or unwell. I am happy to 
abandon those that are not healthy. Here I was arguing that larger brains evolved to 
help the head float. I need to change t

By Allan Krill · #70381 · Mar 26

Buoyancy: Was Expansion of the human forebrain 

Gareth. Some good arguments, thanks. I can't argue with physics, and this time I 
can't argue with you. Simply have to agree with you here.

By Allan Krill · #70376 · Mar 26

Buoyancy: Was Expansion of the human forebrain 

Hi Francesca I can't find any sources that suggest that Keeping the brain warm would 
explain why our brains require so much energy. It is easy to check articles on the 
internet for this idea, by findi

By Allan Krill · #70372 · Mar 26

Buoyancy: Was Expansion of the human forebrain 

Gareth Before we got distracted here with your objections to Hagstrom's diagrams, 
we were discussing brain size increase. Bernie had an important point: the large brain 
could have evolved so "that an

By Allan Krill · #70369 · Mar 26

Buoyancy: Was Expansion of the human forebrain 

I think our aquatic ancestors evolved to be bubbleheaded, not thickheaded.

By Allan Krill · #70362 · Mar 25
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Buoyancy: Was Expansion of the human forebrain 

Hi Bernie That brains are big for buoyancy makes perfect sense. It seems that Elaine 
Morgan did not think of that. Craig Hagstrom may have been the first, in the 
Passionate Ape in 2001. The most activ

By Allan Krill · #70361 · Mar 25

Hs OoA into an archaic human melting pot 

Marc, your view of evolution is only one view. There are others. Allopatric speciation 
occurs all at the same place. Galapagos has many examples, including the world's 
only marine lizard, which has ev

By Allan Krill · #70288 · Mar 21

Hs OoA into an archaic human melting pot 

Yes, and that is called parsimony. One aquatic event in one location can explain the 
major physical, anatomical, and genetic traits. And now with the insight that Craig 
Hagstrom has provided, aquatic

By Allan Krill · #70282 · Mar 21

Hs OoA into an archaic human melting pot 

The diversity occurred by geographic isolation after humans spread to the different 
continents. The same as 300(?) languages. Humans have less genetic diversity 
(mitochondrial DNA) than any of the fiv

By Allan Krill · #70281 · Mar 21

big brain 

Yes, I think VERY initial -- right at birth. Babies with larger brains and smaller faces 
had better chances of survival. Body adaptations were solved in different ways by the 
body designers. For us pr

By Allan Krill · #70280 · Mar 21

Hs OoA into an archaic human melting pot 

That's right, Jack, and it seems that the human body plans they were evolving on 
Bioko were totally inappropriate for any place in Africa, Europe, Asia, or North 
America. The body plans had soft feet

By Allan Krill · #70275 · Mar 20

Hs OoA into an archaic human melting pot 

That's right. Like the Boeing Factory ( Feb 25 #69974 ) producing improved models 
over a long period of time. Those bodies travel far and wide, and only a few of them 
crash and leave some remains here

By Allan Krill · #70271 · Mar 20

Different Gorilla-Praeanthropus spp in E.Africa >3 Ma? 

Hi Gareth, The quartz grains of the deposits were dated by OSL, but the tooth may 
have been in someone's pocket and then suddenly been discovered together with the 
deposits. OSL dating is much less re

By Allan Krill · #70270 · Mar 20

Hs OoA into an archaic human melting pot 

Marc, That's a difficult question! I'll have to give it some serious thought. Allan

By Allan Krill · #70269 · Mar 20
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Different Gorilla-Praeanthropus spp in E.Africa >3 Ma? 

This paper, authored by 7 professional scientists affiliated with 8 academic 
institutions, describes a single child's milk tooth. The tooth has characteristics that fit 
within the range of modern huma

By Allan Krill · #70264 · Mar 20

Hs OoA into an archaic human melting pot 

50-55 thousand years ago. That could be when the last Homo sapiens abandoned 
Bioko. (Maybe there was a volcanic eruption or something.) Bioko was a peninsula 
then. They put on some clothes and shoes,

By Allan Krill · #70260 · Mar 20

Different Gorilla-Praeanthropus spp in E.Africa >3 Ma? 

Hi Gareth. You have misunderstood very much here. Let me explain some more. That 
is one of the purposes of our discussion group. There are not "about 100 bones 
(below.)" There are only a few jaw fragm

By Allan Krill · #70254 · Mar 19

Different Gorilla-Praeanthropus spp in E.Africa >3 Ma? 

Hi Gareth. I am certainly not implying that. I am saying that these bones were found 
loose on the ground, not dug out of the ground. In general, East African fossil hunters 
look for loose bones on gro

By Allan Krill · #70251 · Mar 19

Different Gorilla-Praeanthropus spp in E.Africa >3 Ma? 

If you read this article, and look at their Table 1, it is clear they are only dealing with 
surface finds. They write: The fossiliferous deposits at LDD-VP-1 have been surveyed 
annually since their di

By Allan Krill · #70246 · Mar 19

Dementia the price of being human 

Thanks Terry, for tips on these interesting articles. I was surprised by this statement: 
'facial differences are considered some of the most extreme anatomical differences 
between humans and chimps' I

By Allan Krill · #70237 · Mar 18

Okasha on Kuhn and Scientific Revolutions. 

The AAT is an alternative paradigm for the evolution of humans. AAT has been rejected 
by paleoanthropology for 60 years, and it is important to try to understand why. I read 
Kuhn's book The Structure

By Allan Krill · #70218 · Mar 17

wading Turkana Boy 

Hi Gareth, I have not written about any bishop, and nothing else you write here makes 
much sense to me either, so let's move on.

By Allan Krill · #70216 · Mar 17

wading Turkana Boy 

Schoolboys may know about Piltdown Man, but "the devil is in the detail". Let's not 
avoid the detail. Everyone today thinks that the professional paleoanthropologists 
were innocent in the Piltdown hoa

By Allan Krill · #70214 · Mar 17
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wading Turkana Boy 

Check out the description of the skull in the book by Walker and Leakey (p. 63-94). 
Alan Walker and Richard Leakey compare the Turkana Boy KNM-WT 15000 skull with 
fragments from these hominin skulls:

By Allan Krill · #70210 · Mar 16

wading Turkana Boy 

Yes, we need to spell out every detail. The possibility of doing that is one of the 
advantages of this AAT discussion group. It is well known that The devil is in the 
detail. The shape of the skull wa

By Allan Krill · #70202 · Mar 16

wading Turkana Boy 

Hi Gareth That is a cute copy of the Turkana Boy skull. I guess you didn't notice that it 
is one half scale? https://boneclones.com/product/homo-ergaster-turkana-boy-skull-
half-scale-TSBH-012

By Allan Krill · #70200 · Mar 16

wading Turkana Boy 

This study once again documents that WT-15000 (Turkana Boy skeleton) is fully 
modern. But the skeleton has never been demonstrated to be a fossil. I think the 
bones are a hoax, very similar to Piltdow

By Allan Krill · #70198 · Mar 16

Response to Allan Krill. One LCA for pinnipeds or three? 

America has a lot of great things. The Mississippi River is huge, and has a lot of fish 
(and a lot of S's and I's.) And there are a lot of weasels in America, especially in 
politics and business. But

By Allan Krill · #70197 · Mar 16

Response to Allan Krill. One LCA for pinnipeds or three? 

Thanks Jack, for sharing your views on this. I am mostly interested in the model, not 
the timing (23 myr), or how many LAC there might have been (1, 3, or more.) I am 
thinking that islands like Galapa

By Allan Krill · #70194 · Mar 15

A volcanic-island model for the origin of the seal and other marine mammals 

From genetic evidence it is thought that the first seals evolved about 23 million years 
ago, near the beginning of the Miocene epoch. A simple model for the evolution of 
seals is that mammals resembli

By Allan Krill · #70189 · Edited Mar 15

Neanderthals Disappeared From North West Europe Earlier Than Thought 

Good! I've looked for 4 years for alternative versions of Bioko, and I'm still looking.

By Allan Krill · #70188 · Mar 14

Neanderthals Disappeared From North West Europe Earlier Than Thought 

Molten rock deep underground holds its gasses, including argon. That is partly why 
we call it magma, and not lava. When the magma approaches the surface and erupts, 
it loses most, but not all, of its

By Allan Krill · #70168 · Mar 13
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Neanderthals Disappeared From North West Europe Earlier Than Thought 

They have been reliably dated to about 2.4 million years, which is the age of the 
volcanic basement below the Laetoli prints. It was a foolish mistake by Professor Hay 
that the lavas are above the Lae

By Allan Krill · #70162 · Mar 12

Neanderthals Disappeared From North West Europe Earlier Than Thought 

The 40K is decaying to 40Ar also in the volcano, but argon is a gas and escapes. Only 
after the rock or mineral crystallizes and cools is the system closed, and the argon gas 
is retained and can be me

By Allan Krill · #70161 · Edited Mar 12

Neanderthals Disappeared From North West Europe Earlier Than Thought 

I dated my first rocks in geology 40 years ago, and I was biased, and so was everyone 
that I worked with. When rocks or fossils are dated, the researchers are not objective. 
They know what age results

By Allan Krill · #70156 · Edited Mar 12

How old are the oldest Hs in Far East Asia? 

The human teeth had not been dated using Carbon-14. The teeth were thought to be 
about 120,000 old, so it would not be possible to date them. (C14 dating is limited to 
about 70,000 years). But here th

By Allan Krill · #70150 · Mar 10

Recent genetic connectivity and clinal variation in chimpanzees 

Marc You are talking about extinct Miocene-Pliocene animals with legs, that never 
used their legs on the ground. I suppose lobsters and octopuses are such animals, 
and some of them are littoral. But t

By Allan Krill · #70119 · Mar 7

Recent genetic connectivity and clinal variation in chimpanzees 

Hi Marc While we are at it, it seems to me that your other favorite term "littoral" has 
the same two problems. What living mammals are said to be littoral? If I google littoral, 
or littoral fauna, or

By Allan Krill · #70116 · Mar 7

Recent genetic connectivity and clinal variation in chimpanzees 

There are two problems with aquarboreal, and they are not related to its ease or 
difficulty. 1. There are no living primates that are called aquarboreal. 2. All primates 
must move along the ground som

By Allan Krill · #70115 · Mar 7

Recent genetic connectivity and clinal variation in chimpanzees 

I use the word terrestrial to include both ground-dwelling and arboreal apes, as 
opposed to the aquatic or semiaquatic apes that I think we evolved from. I do not use 
the term aquarboreal, and it seem

By Allan Krill · #70113 · Mar 7

Recent genetic connectivity and clinal variation in chimpanzees 

Hi Marc Thanks for pointing us to this and so many other useful articles. I had to laugh 
at the beginning of the abstract of this one: "Much like humans, chimps occupy 
diverse habitats." No mammal occ

By Allan Krill · #70111 · Mar 7
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What Lucy may have looked like using latest reconstruction techniques 

Hi Gareth For me personally, I have nothing really to gain (financial gain or increased 
academic- or social-status) in writing about Bioko or human evolution. You can call it 
a hobby. It mostly makes

By Allan Krill · #70089 · Mar 4

What Lucy may have looked like using latest reconstruction techniques 

There are a lot of possibilities. But paleoanthropology has a policy that the finders of a 
fossil fragment can keep impartial scientists from handling or testing it. Skeptical 
scientists cannot even s

By Allan Krill · #70085 · Mar 4

What Lucy may have looked like using latest reconstruction techniques 

Hi PF We do not need to ask the paleoanthropologists what happened, because they 
have written it for us already. See the citations in my manuscript. Toward the end of 
the 1974 field season, they had f

By Allan Krill · #70081 · Mar 4

What Lucy may have looked like using latest reconstruction techniques 

Hi Gareth Do you know what those "300 individuals" look like? Most of them look 
about as much like a primate as a chicken feather looks like a chicken. They have 
been called Australopithecus afarensis

By Allan Krill · #70078 · Mar 4

What Lucy may have looked like using latest reconstruction techniques 

You should not trust paleoanthropologists any more than you trust Roman Catholic 
priests. Paleoanthropology and the RC Church happen to appeal to abusers of our 
trust, and the institutions provide cov

By Allan Krill · #70067 · Mar 4

The Passionate Ape, 2001 by Craig Hagstrom 

I'm on p. 260, and I think that this book would be a bargain at any price.

By Allan Krill · #70057 · Mar 3

The Passionate Ape, 2001 by Craig Hagstrom 

Hi Francesca There is more to Hagstrom's explanation of why girls hung onto the front 
of males. But I didn't want to mention it. You will have to read the book.

By Allan Krill · #70016 · Mar 2

The Passionate Ape, 2001 by Craig Hagstrom 

I have only gotten to page 186. Nearly every sentence is profound and deserves to be 
savored, or at least pondered. I love Hagstrom's explanation for men's beards -- that 
they allowed babies and young

By Allan Krill · #70010 · Mar 2

The Passionate Ape, 2001 by Craig Hagstrom 

I agree also with you that the title itself -- The Passionate Ape -- is a put-off. It was 
meant to reflect the title The Naked Ape. A better title might have been: How the 
Naked Ape Came to Be.

By Allan Krill · #70008 · Edited Feb 27
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The Passionate Ape, 2001 by Craig Hagstrom 

Thanks Terry. I love this book. I am on page 97, and eager to read the next 300. It 
would have cluttered the text and made the book 20% longer to put in hedge words, 
so he was wise not to. But it's tr

By Allan Krill · #70007 · Feb 27

The Passionate Ape, 2001 by Craig Hagstrom 

The Passionate Ape, 2001 by Craig Hagstrom. Get this brilliant book on Amazon! 
Every page brings out a new "OMG"! Allan

By Allan Krill · #69987 · Feb 25

Chimpanzee estrus 

Hi Terry I had ordered this book a month ago, because you recommended it last year, 
and it arrived home to me today. It is a big book, but a quick glance shows that Craig 
Hagstrom has brilliant insigh

By Allan Krill · #69985 · Feb 25

The Parsimonious Human Body Factory (PaHuB factory) was probably located on 
Bioko Island 

Hi Francesca, Darwin (1859), wrote about "descent with modification" but did not 
write about chimpanzees or the LCA. I think this statement by the author of this article 
is misleading, and you were mi

By Allan Krill · #69984 · Edited Feb 25

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Hi Gareth You are saying that if there can be no fossils on Bioko, the Bioko-hypothesis 
cannot be tested. But the Bioko-hypothesis will some day be testable with genetics. 
For example, if all living h

By Allan Krill · #69981 · Feb 25

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Hi Gareth In the wet tropical climate of Bioko Island, bones and teeth decay within a 
few years, and even the upper few meters of solid rock usually weather to clay (such 
as laterite) within a few tho

By Allan Krill · #69976 · Feb 25

The Parsimonious Human Body Factory (PaHuB factory) was probably located on 
Bioko Island 

Boeing airplanes have crashed a few places in the world during the past century. 
Before crashing, those planes may have been modified in different cities, giving them 
new seats and paint jobs. But the

By Allan Krill · #69974 · Feb 25

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Jack, I get your point. At least two points. 1) One point is that if you get me writing 
about rocks, I might stop writing about iguanas. (In my mind, rocks are even more 
interesting than iguanas.) Ano

By Allan Krill · #69970 · Feb 24

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

AAT = Aquatically Adapted Trash

By Allan Krill · #69965 · Feb 24
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The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Jack Please let me write about the Marine Iguana! It's only fair. Earlier today, I let you 
write about the "Hylobate like ape running after billions of tiny 5 toed horses" (in North 
America where no h

By Allan Krill · #69963 · Feb 24

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Hi Francesca This is true. But the South American arboreal iguana obviously took a 
big, viable leap to Galapagos, and gradually evolved into the Marine iguana, and 
thereafter into the Galapagos land i

By Allan Krill · #69959 · Feb 24

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Jack, Thanks for the tip. I will put it on my reading list. Here is the first sentence: In a 
famous passage added to later editions of the Origin of Species, Charles Darwin 
(1872, p. 134) generalized

By Allan Krill · #69957 · Feb 24

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Jack Consider the Marine iguana -- a highly successful organism that began a few 
million years ago with a "freak accident", when a Green iguana rafted from South 
America to Galapagos. https://en.wikip

By Allan Krill · #69953 · Feb 24

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Thanks for helpful feedback, Francesca. I will keep looking for evidence. And try to 
encourage others to look. I only have access to published literature, not to fossil 
locations or fossil materials,

By Allan Krill · #69948 · Feb 24

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

Hi Francesca I am not trying to beat them at their own game. Paleoanthropologists' 
game could be called: Ways to understand fossils. I am trying to play another game: 
How to understand the origin of h

By Allan Krill · #69945 · Feb 24

The human primate body probably evolved due to a freak island accident 

The human primate body— bald and bipedal, with large brain, nose, and blubber — 
probably evolved due to a freak island accident. Imagine meeting a married couple in 
a nursing home. They are both in wh

By Allan Krill · #69942 · Feb 24

No evidence of Hylobates in Africa. Asian origin of apes (links) 

Jack, Thanks for posting Romano's PhD thesis again, and for having translated it in 
the first place. I looked at it when you posted it before, and will now try again. I have a 
long way to go before I

By Allan Krill · #69941 · Feb 24

No evidence of Hylobates in Africa. Asian origin of apes (links) 

Hi Jack Thanks for your clear answer. I think we do not really know when those 
viruses were active. Molecular clocks are something that I need to understand better. I 
suppose proto-Bioko could have be

By Allan Krill · #69934 · Feb 23
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No evidence of Hylobates in Africa. Asian origin of apes (links) 

Hi Jack My question was: Could a Miocene ape have invaded Bioko, and avoided the 
African viruses due to social distancing? You seem to have read only with the first part 
of the sentence, which was not

By Allan Krill · #69932 · Feb 23

No evidence of Hylobates in Africa. Asian origin of apes (links) 

Sorry; Let me fix my question. Jack: Could a Miocene ape have invaded Bioko, and 
avoided the African viruses due to social distancing?

By Allan Krill · #69928 · Feb 23

No evidence of Hylobates in Africa. Asian origin of apes (links) 

Thanks for mentioning Bioko. You know a lot about viruses and DNA. Could a 
Miocene chimp have invaded Bioko, and avoided the African viruses due to social 
distancing?

By Allan Krill · #69921 · Feb 23

No evidence of Hylobates in Africa. Asian origin of apes (links) 

Hi Jack Thanks for links to those interesting articles. It seems very possible that 
Hylobates came out of Asia, and not out of Africa. But I don't see why that should 
trouble us. Hylobates are very fa

By Allan Krill · #69918 · Feb 22

Chimpanzee estrus 

Elaine has a fascinating discussion of this in Scars of Evolution. Chapter 12. The 
closest example of rape among primates might be orangutan. They also copulate face 
to face.

By Allan Krill · #69913 · Feb 22

Chimpanzee estrus 

Hi Jack. Thanks for discussing this. The visual cue here is not only related to color. 
The clue is obvious, even in a black-and-white photograph. But not so obvious under 
water.

By Allan Krill · #69904 · Feb 22

Which human traits do NOT seem to be related to AAT? 

Hi Marc You do seem to be obsessed with Bioko. I am not going to forget Bioko, just 
like you are not going to forget aquarboreal. Let them laugh at us.

By Allan Krill · #69901 · Feb 22

Which human traits do NOT seem to be related to AAT? 

Thanks Francesca! This is a GREAT list! Although most of these differences are not 
really "traits that distinguish", they should all be looked at with AAT in mind. Note this 
Absolute Difference, writt

By Allan Krill · #69896 · Feb 22

Chimpanzee estrus 

The point here was that other primates use visual and olfactory cues to signal that the 
time is right. Humans probably evolved with most of their body hidden in the water, so 
such cues were not very u

By Allan Krill · #69893 · Feb 22
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Which human traits do NOT seem to be related to AAT? 

Hi Marc If you don't want to be associated with something that sounds ridiculous, you 
should not work with AAT at all.

By Allan Krill · #69890 · Feb 22

Dolphins have similar personality traits to humans 

Hi Francesca Very interesting! Wikipedia says the common acronym for these 5 traits 
is OCEAN (Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, Neuroticism). 
It also mentions that a less commo

By Allan Krill · #69871 · Feb 21

Which human traits do NOT seem to be related to AAT? 

"The aquatic ape hypothesis for human evolution can account for all the traits that 
distinguish humans from chimpanzees." I began my ABSTRACT in IEE with this 
sentence, to provoke readers and get some

By Allan Krill · #69862 · Feb 21

Chimpanzee estrus 

Pan troglodytes: "Hmm, there's some nice, low-hanging fruit..." Homo sapiens: 
"Hmm, it's Sunday morning..."

By Allan Krill · #69860 · Feb 21

Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

Good suggestion. The proboscis monkey is pretty clearly quadrupedal: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MYYOBGNb6o https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zVhmBBTOPnU

By Allan Krill · #69846 · Feb 20

Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

This seems like a helpful explanation of different types of bipedalism. It is a 
complicated topic. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facultative_bipedalism

By Allan Krill · #69843 · Feb 20

Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

Could you please explain aquarboreal. You seem to mean that when the ancestors of 
chimp and gorilla were in water they were bipedal, and when they were out of water, 
they were swinging in trees. But s

By Allan Krill · #69842 · Feb 20

Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

Hi Christian I think this is like discussing if the glass is half full or half empty. It has 
something to do with whether you are filling it or emptying it. If you read Marc's 
message: convergent & pa

By Allan Krill · #69840 · Feb 20

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

I was wrong about this. I see now that there is a species of otter that lives in Africa. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/African_clawless_otter It survives despite the crocodiles. 
Maybe protohumans coul

By Allan Krill · #69837 · Feb 20
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Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

I think that Verhaegen's AAT is based on (a lot of) convergences. In general, AAT is 
based on divergences -- divergences of Homo sapiens from the primate condition.

By Allan Krill · #69832 · Feb 20

Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

Hi Marc I didn't mention Bioko in this topic, and didn't put Bioko on the map that I 
showed. Did you mean to write "our" Bioko obsession, or was that just a Freudian 
slip? I don't think I am obsessed

By Allan Krill · #69830 · Feb 20

Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

I side with Elaine Morgan on this. She wrote in 2011: The suggestion that the lca of 
chimps and humans was bipedal is unproven and to my mind codswallop. It merely 
presents us with two questions for t

By Allan Krill · #69824 · Feb 20

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Gareth Thanks. Interesting documents. They registered 222 species of bivalvia 
(clams) and 629 species of gastropoda (snails).

By Allan Krill · #69821 · Feb 20

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Gareth Interesting. But something is amiss here. Gastropods are snails, and cannot 
include three species of clam. Can you give us a link to this study?

By Allan Krill · #69817 · Feb 20

Anthropocentric interpretations and fantasy 

Marc criticises some authors for anthropocentric interpretations, and others for 
indulging in fantasy. I think those criticisms are valid, and apply to all of us. They apply 
also to his 3-phase model,

By Allan Krill · #69815 · Feb 20

To err is humen, but to retract a published error is devine. 

Typo? No, that's an acceptible alternetive spelling! Too bad more scientists aren't 
gods, as Phillip Tobias must have been.

By Allan Krill · #69800 · Feb 19

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Peter Unfortunately for your model, sea water with marine DHA has never come 
into the Great Rift Valley. The rift is sinking but the valley and all its lakes are still many 
hundreds of meters above

By Allan Krill · #69798 · Feb 19

Where did the naked ape actually evolve? 

I routinely swim in water that is 2-6º C. But then I race into a sauna and warm up 
again. About 2 minutes in the water and about 13 in the sauna (badstua) is about right. 
Four swims during an hour-lon

By Allan Krill · #69787 · Feb 18
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Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Francesca I think we all agree with this -- you and me and Begun and the vast 
majority of paleoprimatologists. The last common ancestor of pongo/gorilla was most 
likely not in Africa, but in Eurasi

By Allan Krill · #69786 · Feb 18

Where did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Gareth Thanks for helping check things, and not just disputing. I have improved my 
manuscript in preparation, but taking into account your comment on the lack of an 
aquatic element. Here you have m

By Allan Krill · #69782 · Feb 18

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Christian I point my middle finger at those Miocene ape bones. :-)

By Allan Krill · #69777 · Feb 18

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Christian "Just as well"? It is true that there are no large predators on land on 
Madagascar. Nile crocodiles have come there in recent years, and previously there 
were crocodiles that are now exti

By Allan Krill · #69776 · Feb 18

Where did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Their main sport was probably diving: for crabs, shellfish, and edible seaweed. The 
ghost crab is very common on Bioko beaches. It is a semi terrestrial crab. But there 
are also typical marine crabs,

By Allan Krill · #69775 · Feb 18

Where did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Manuscript in preparation. February 18, 2021

By Allan Krill · #69771 · Feb 18

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Francesca There is no longer a Hardy/Morgan club. It was taken over by the 
Verhaegen club. And Elaine Morgan withdrew from that club in 2011. She wrote: 
Elaine Morgan <elaine@...> 10/27/11 #58128 I

By Allan Krill · #69768 · Feb 18

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Peter You can be pleased that Francesca has promoted your book on her website. 
She had promoted my paper A paradigm for the evolution of human features on her 
website, but no longer. She seems to t

By Allan Krill · #69764 · Feb 18

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

There is a place on Planet Earth with no crocs, no lions, no leopards, no hyenas, no 
pythons, no large predators at all. And no African viruses. It is called Bioko Island. But 
nobody likes it ... booh

By Allan Krill · #69762 · Feb 18
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Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi PF The crocodile may be "man's best friend" on the shore, but I don't think any 
man would dare to swim across the lake shown in the video. Allan

By Allan Krill · #69759 · Feb 18

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Hi Peter Hardy and Morgan were also absolutely right, in not pushing the idea that 
humans evolved in east African lakes. All the freshwater lakes of Africa are patrolled 
by crocodiles, and we can be p

By Allan Krill · #69754 · Feb 18

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

There is another possible explanation: People have difficulty accepting that what they 
have written ought to be corrected or abandoned. In short: intransigence. Allan

By Allan Krill · #69744 · Feb 17

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? 

Where and why did the naked ape actually evolve? Dare to look at the bald human 
body. Did it evolve to be dressed in stone-age clothing and shoes made of animal furs 
and leathers? Clothing, tools, and

By Allan Krill · #69742 · Feb 17

Menopause - page updated 

Elaine's main point here seems to be that women may live longer, due to menopause. 
You might want to add this argument to your (excellent!) web page.

By Allan Krill · #69738 · Feb 16

Menopause - page updated 

Hi Francesca This is interesting. I wonder who proposed the grandmother hypothesis 
in 1966. Maybe you have a reference? Elaine Morgan wondered about menopause. 
She published this in 1990 Scars of Evol

By Allan Krill · #69737 · Feb 16

Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations 

Just changed my mind about that bus. Don't want to let you down.

By Allan Krill · #69707 · Feb 8

Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations 

You have me there. I seem to have been caught making an unsubstantiated claim. I'm 
working on it. Considering stepping out in front of a bus. Allan

By Allan Krill · #69705 · Feb 8

pachyosteosclerosis (Re: [AAT] Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland 
and first migrations 

Hi Francesca and Marc I am not sure where you got those thicknesses. In Munro & 
Verhaegen, which you refer to, the thicknesses are a little different. In any case, you 
might add: Piltdown Man 12 mm Th

By Allan Krill · #69701 · Feb 8
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Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations 

Hi Marc Nonsense? One person's "nonsense" is another person's "facts" in 
paleoanthropology. Which particular nonsense are you referring to? Nearly everyone 
who writes about Dubois agrees that he was a

By Allan Krill · #69700 · Feb 8

Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations 

On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 01:58 PM, Marc Verhaegen wrote: Stephen answered: As for 
the allegations of fraud by Dubois – I see no evidence of such. Stephen Munro 
understands how to operate in paleoanthrop

By Allan Krill · #69697 · Feb 8

Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations 

Hi Marc Thanks for asking Stephen about this. I will carefully read this information. 
Please thank him for it. I understand that people who are invited to work on 
protohuman fossils have little influe

By Allan Krill · #69696 · Feb 8

Could hand axes have been a form of money? 

Hi Gareth These hand axes are a curious puzzle. You say that there are hundreds of 
thousands of them. You show a map of England with hundreds of discovery locations, 
and at some of those locations ove

By Allan Krill · #69692 · Feb 7

Could hand axes have been a form of money? 

There are hundreds of thousands of these things, and there is generally no wear or 
other evidence that they were used as tools. Couldn't they have been a form of 
money? This idea has been suggested: h

By Allan Krill · #69690 · Feb 7

TIMELINE OF HOMO SAPIENS 

Hi Marc I think that the differences between a human and any ape species are vastly 
greater than the differences between any ape species and any monkey species. And I 
don't think I say this because of

By Allan Krill · #69668 · Feb 5

TIMELINE OF HOMO SAPIENS 

Hi Terry I agree completely -- paleoanthropology is mostly philosophy, not science. 
Here is how I look at it. People are easily influenced by charismatic dreamers and 
easily fooled by con artists. And

By Allan Krill · #69666 · Feb 5

TIMELINE OF HOMO SAPIENS 

Brilliant Gareth! You have collected the "hedge words" and it is really impressive to 
see how many there are in this article! It is a good summary of current interpretations: 
there is a consensus to u

By Allan Krill · #69661 · Feb 4

TIMELINE OF HOMO SAPIENS 

Thanks for this tip! This is a very good summary of current interpretations. For some 
reason, the link your message is not directly clickable. Here is an active link, to make it 
easy to open: https://

By Allan Krill · #69656 · Feb 4
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Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations 

Hi Marc You choose to accept Dubois' claims that he found authentic Homo erectus 
fossils on Java, even though he was an obvious trickster. He went to Java with the 
intention of finding them. Has anyth

By Allan Krill · #69645 · Feb 2

Human origins in a southern African palaeo-wetland and first migrations 

Hi Marc My fantasies are no more far-fetched than yours or anyone else's around 
here. In your fantasy, human waterside evolution started there, and then continued 
developing there, then way over there

By Allan Krill · #69638 · Feb 1

Funding campaign on Reverse Osmosis at http://Crowd.science 

I was surprised to stumble on this information at http://Crowd.science I was not aware 
of this campaign. I guess the goal of £3000 was achieved without soliciting 
contributions from members of Groups.

By Allan Krill · #69636 · Feb 1

Reverse Osmosis 

Hi Gareth Thanks for the info. It all sounds good. I hope your hypothesis is right and 
that your experiments are successful. And when you write the paper, explain your 
methods and results in such deta

By Allan Krill · #69589 · Jan 25

Reverse Osmosis 

Hi Gareth I own a bathtub, but not an accurate enough scale. Your paper only 
mentions two experiments that you have done, not six. And you need a large scale (up 
to 100 kg or so) that is accurate to +

By Allan Krill · #69587 · Jan 25

Reverse Osmosis 

The second link is at academia.edu, which I did not try to open. That is a commercial 
organization that intentionally misuses the .edu domain name. (Read the criticism of 
academia.edu on Wikipedia: ht

By Allan Krill · #69584 · Jan 25

Reverse Osmosis 

Hi Gareth One person's undocumented and irreproducible claims are another 
person's "scientific facts." The bathtub experiment that you refer to in the first link is 
unbelievable. He thinks his body ab

By Allan Krill · #69580 · Jan 25

Australopithecus naledi 

I agree that Arthur Keith was probably not involved in the Piltdown fraud. But once he 
suspected it, he did not investigate it, and he helped make it difficult for others to 
investigate it. I think th

By Allan Krill · #69578 · Jan 25

Reverse Osmosis 

If the human skin can absorb moisture at a significant rate, the proof should be 
simple. We know that if you weigh a person accurately before and after a few hours in 
a warm room, there will be a meas

By Allan Krill · #69577 · Jan 25
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Australopithecus naledi 

Hi Marc What you call anthropocentric interpretation, I call connivance. In the case of 
Piltdown Man, Arthur Keith compared the cranium fragments to a human, a gorilla, a 
chimp, and an orang, and conc

By Allan Krill · #69574 · Jan 24

Trachilos, H.floresiensis ... 

The track layer has marine sediments below and marine sediments above. A geologist 
would not claim that the track layer is subaerial (non-marine) unless there is strong 
geological evidence for that in

By Allan Krill · #69513 · Jan 18

The 5-million year old bipedal footprints at Trachilos, Crete are not authentic 

I am pretty certain that the photographs from Trachilos in Crete do not show hominid 
footprints. Unfortunately, the thin layer was destroyed shortly after the photographs 
were taken. In the upper pict

By Allan Krill · #69489 · Jan 16

The multi phase model 

Hi Francesca I think that if paleoanthropologists could advance their careers by 
announcing "hominid fossils" in the Americas, someone would do so. Also in the 
Americas there are many curious sediment

By Allan Krill · #69479 · Jan 16

Allan Krill's talk on Laetoli footprints at the Norwegian Geological Winter Meeting, 
8Jan2021 

https://youtu.be/vl7HUx3zQ5k This talk was given at the 34th Geological Winter 
Meeting (Jan. 6- 8, 2021). Organized and recorded by the Geological Society of 
Norway Here is the published abstract for

By Allan Krill · #69478 · Jan 15

Watch+this+‘nonswimming’+bird+swim+like+a+champ 
+giving+clues+to+evolution+of+penguins 

Incredible! Now someone might try to see how quickly chimpanzees can become 
"bipedal". In a zoo, one could put the food on a table out in neck-deep water, so that 
the chimps get used to wading in the

By Allan Krill · #69364 · Jan 6

Apes trapped on barren volcanic islands 

Hi Marc My paper may harm the Verhaegen littoral theory, and the classical savanna 
theory, and the newer mosaic woodland-savanna theory. Better theories may harm 
weaker theories, but may also help the

By Allan Krill · #69362 · Jan 4

Chimpanzees and Human Evolution 

Chimpanzees and Human Evolution by Muller, Wrangham & Pilbeam 2017. This is a 
very important book for anyone interested in AAT and human evolution. You can read 
the first two chapters here.

By Allan Krill · #69353 · Jan 2
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AK, your graphic is flawed 

Alan What do you mean by corridors of gene flow, and why do you say that thinking in 
terms of geographical domains is incorrect? If we look at the taxa of living Pan, we 
see 5 domains (ranges) and no

By Allan Krill · #69349 · Jan 1

AK, your graphic is flawed 

Jack I don't understand how you can be "certain there was no knuckle-walking 
ancestor." I think we can be certain of some things: that the ancestor had no tail; that 
the ancestor did have knuckles. Bu

By Allan Krill · #69348 · Jan 1

AK, your graphic is flawed 

Hi Francesca Thanks for asking. In my model, Neanderthals, Denisovans, erectus, 
Heidelbergensis had large brains and other features that I think evolved from aquatic 
selection pressures on Bioko, befo

By Allan Krill · #69333 · 12/31/20

AK, your graphic is flawed 

Since the split of Pan and Homo, rivers have separated four of the five taxa of Pan, 
allowing them to evolve with reproductive isolation. Maybe Homo evolved on Bioko, 
thereby separated from the others

By Allan Krill · #69330 · 12/31/20

AK, your graphic is flawed 

Jack Thanks for bringing up this topic. I have lots of graphics, and I'm not sure which 
one you mean. None of them are perfect. I am trying to find the flaws and correct 
them, so I appreciate specific

By Allan Krill · #69329 · 12/31/20

The Miracle of Human Evolution 

Marc Thanks for playing devil's advocate. Great to have a knowledgeable 
paleoanthropologist who is eager to discuss AAT. Merry Christmas to you and other 
paleoanthropologists!

By Allan Krill · #69288 · 12/24/20

The Miracle of Human Evolution 

The Bible is almost right -- humans were created from chimp Adam and Eve who lived 
in the Garden of Wadin'. But there were no snakes or other dangerous animals. And 
no apple trees or any other trees o

By Allan Krill · #69286 · 12/24/20

Season's Greetings! 

Season's Greetings! to all our ape friends and relatives.

By Allan Krill · #69271 · 12/23/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Creationists like miracles. But Bioko was not quite a miracle. So even creationists 
won't like it. :(

By Allan Krill · #69262 · 12/22/20
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fewest steps phylogeny. 

Jack Good you are working on this diagram. Hope you continue with it. This is 
basically a map, of 24 Ma to today. The paleogeography was not so different 24 Ma 
ago. You have written Tethys, but I thin

By Allan Krill · #69253 · 12/22/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Not all evolutionary trees make sense. The book "The Real Planet of the Apes" by 
David Begun has a really foolish evolutionary tree, as its Figure 1. It uses morphology 
to claim that humans are closes

By Allan Krill · #69243 · 12/21/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

This evolutionary tree contrasts humans with baboons. Both baboons and humans 
went from the trees to the ground. The baboon shows a normal evolution, whereas the 
human shows a weird evolution. I think

By Allan Krill · #69234 · 12/21/20

Closing Tethys Hypothesis of Hominoid Origins (Re: [AAT] Changing thread, answering 
Marc’s question 

Jack You wrote Allan, but you meant to write Alan. The name Alan VanArsdale is bi-L, 
whereas the name Allan Krill is quadru-L. Sometimes such things are important. But it 
is not important whether the

By Allan Krill · #69232 · 12/20/20

Out of America phylogeny in graphic form. 

Jack This diagram is a good start, and I hope you develop it further. Maybe you can 
add more info about ages, and more exact locations, and arrows showing movements 
of your primates from one place to

By Allan Krill · #69221 · 12/19/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Jack I can agree that the great Ape LCA was Asian and bipedal (if we consider 
hylobates bipedal.) And we can see that gorilla and chimp are African and 
quadrupedal. I don't think any of that is especi

By Allan Krill · #69220 · 12/19/20

Graecopithecus may be just a modern Greek myth (a fossil of the tribe 
"Aryanopithecini"?) 

Ever since the discovery of Java Man in in 1890s, local people in Java have been 
finding fossils in the areas of Wadjak, Mojokerto, and Trinil on East Java and selling 
them to European scientists. The

By Allan Krill · #69211 · 12/19/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Jack When I wrote that I could walk away, I meant that your interpretations about 
bipedalism do not discredit my Bioko interpretations. We don't need to worry about 
our disagreements about possible ea

By Allan Krill · #69191 · 12/18/20
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Graecopithecus may be just a modern Greek myth (a fossil of the tribe 
"Aryanopithecini"?) 

Graecopithecus is a sensational fossil. https://www.newscientist.com/article/2132026-
our-common-ancestor-with-chimps-may-be-from-europe-not-africa/ Hitler and the 
Nazis were convinced that their "Arya

By Allan Krill · #69190 · 12/18/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Jack Please don't write "about 400 steps" when you mean "several steps". 
Exaggeration should be avoided. I see bipedality as a straw-man that 
paleoanthropologists set up. They think that if they knock

By Allan Krill · #69187 · 12/18/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Oh, but it does look like a monkey, to little old me! Just look at these pictures.

By Allan Krill · #69180 · 12/17/20

Danuvius guggenmosi 

This paper in Nature confirms your view (from 2002). But only in your own mind -- not 
in the minds of the authors or the readers of this paper. A quick word-search through 
this paper shows that there

By Allan Krill · #69169 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Here is another. This is fun. Make your own, for other hypotheses.

By Allan Krill · #69167 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Here is how missing-link fossils (if real) can fit into an aquatic-ape theory of human 
evolution. See AquaticApe.net

By Allan Krill · #69164 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Here is another evolutionary tree. The aquatic ape theory is very simple 
(parsimonious). Like the evolution from arboreal to marine to land iguana on 
Galapagos. AquaticApe.net

By Allan Krill · #69161 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Hi Francesca My information argues strongly that the LCA was a chimp-gorilla-like 
ape. Paleoanthropologists, with their anthropocentric biases, think the LCA was 
human-like. Chimps and gorillas today

By Allan Krill · #69152 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Jack, Thanks. It is good to discuss why you object to Bioko. 1. The size like 
Galapagos, which is perfect for speciations of all kinds Read about the Galapagos 
marine iguana and land iguana, for examp

By Allan Krill · #69147 · 12/16/20
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Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Speciation requires reproductive separation. Sometimes this separation is physical, in 
different areas. But there are many other possibilities. Gorillas and chimpanzees had 
an arboreal ancestor in the

By Allan Krill · #69143 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Hi Marc This is an interesting point. I have seen pictures of fat orangutans in zoos. Do 
you know if fat orangs have subcutaneous fat, and not simply visceral fat? I would like 
that. I would then sugg

By Allan Krill · #69131 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Marc It's true. I am obsessed with Bioko. You are obsessed with your aquarboreal. If 
we didn't have these obsessions, we wouldn't be writing messages here. You think 
that Monkey->ape must be arboreal-

By Allan Krill · #69129 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Marc Here is another evolutionary tree, from TimeTree.org It is very simple. In my mind 
that makes it worth discussing. (Parsimony.)

By Allan Krill · #69124 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Hi Marc It is useful to work with these evolutionary trees. You have modified this tree 
here. I like that tree (I like them all, because they are necessary for discussions.) Here 
is how I would modify

By Allan Krill · #69122 · 12/16/20

TROLL ALERT 

Mario Let me see... You are aware that Marc is advocating AAT. You think that your 
cliff model is AAT. You think that Gareth is only popularizing AAT for the money. You 
seem to not be aware that I am

By Allan Krill · #69121 · 12/16/20

Evolutionary tree for humans evolving from chimps by simple AAT 

Here is a proposed evolutionary tree, showing how humans may have evolved directly 
from chimpanzees that became isolated on Bioko about 4 million years ago. It is 
modified from the image on Wikipedia.

By Allan Krill · #69089 · 12/15/20

TROLL ALERT 

Now I am confused. Here is the definition of troll as I understand it: troll 2 |trōl| noun 1 
a person who makes a deliberately offensive or provocative online post. It sounds like 
Gareth is describing

By Allan Krill · #69085 · 12/15/20

apes = Ind.Ocean (Re: [AAT] Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

That is quite a challenge. Are you trying to send me on a wild goose chase? You are 
claiming, without any evidence, that LCA is not used any more. So you want me to 
spend time finding references where

By Allan Krill · #69064 · 12/15/20
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apes = Ind.Ocean (Re: [AAT] Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Thanks Alan, If I understand correctly, you don't accept: moleular clocks neutral 
theory LCA (a fantasy, not used in genetic literature) genetic isolation species and 
speciation (too gradational) dete

By Allan Krill · #69044 · 12/15/20

apes = Ind.Ocean (Re: [AAT] Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Hi Jack Your entire message is misleading. It is a distortion of the truth. Paragraph 1: 
TimeTree.org does indeed intend to tell when the LCA was. There is no difference 
between that and "when genetic

By Allan Krill · #69039 · 12/14/20

4 different AATs 

The name probably comes from the noun surf, and the beach was probably named 
before the sport of surfing with a surfboard was invented. surf |sərf| nounthe mass or 
line of foam formed by waves breakin

By Allan Krill · #69024 · 12/14/20

apes = Ind.Ocean 

Hi Marc That was a good suggestion, to google "aquarboreal." I did that, and 
understand better where you are coming from. You and a few coauthors adopted that 
term in 2002. So far, you seem to be the

By Allan Krill · #69023 · 12/14/20

apes = Ind.Ocean (Re: [AAT] Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Hi Marc Thanks for asking. Here is my hypothesis. I think that there were lots of ape 
species in the Miocene. They were not very mobile, and each had its limited range, 
like apes and monkeys do today.

By Allan Krill · #69009 · 12/14/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Corfu, not Crete. My mistake.

By Allan Krill · #68996 · 12/14/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

That was not really a sigh. It was the sound of a meteor, vaporizing as it passed by 
Crete where Gareth lives.

By Allan Krill · #68995 · 12/14/20

4 different AATs 

Hi Mario I had a comment to this message of yours. I wrote: You may be bulletproof, 
and you have told us that you have an AK-47. But it would be easy to shoot one of 
those fat naked babies being held

By Allan Krill · #68992 · 12/14/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

This is a myth. Fossils are concentrated in East Africa because that is where mammal 
bones do not decay rapidly. The Congo Basin includes a huge area of rocks that are 
the right age for primate fossil

By Allan Krill · #68991 · 12/14/20
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Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Danakil is near the wrong ocean. Chimps are our closest relatives, and gorillas next 
closest. They live along the Atlantic Ocean, far from the Danakil highlands, the Red 
Sea, and the Indian Ocean. The

By Allan Krill · #68990 · 12/14/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Hi Marc I see now that you were not dodging my question. It just looked like that to 
my biased eyes. Sorry. Allan

By Allan Krill · #68989 · 12/14/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Hi Gareth I like that! Now added to our list of hypotheses: East African Coast 
Hypothesis East African Rift Lakeside Ape Hypothesis Indian Ocean Modification of 
Beach-Forest Chimpanzee from Swamp-Fore

By Allan Krill · #68950 · 12/13/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Hi Marc I can agree that hylobatids did reach SE Asia. (But hylobatids travel via trees, 
not via croc-infested waters.) I can agree that pongids followed hylobatids. But those 
hylobatids and pongids d

By Allan Krill · #68947 · 12/13/20

4 different AATs 

You may be bulletproof, and you have told us that you have an AK-47. But it would be 
easy to shoot one of those fat naked babies being held by its mother on a cliff.

By Allan Krill · #68926 · 12/13/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

I started late, thinking about human evolution, but I have started. Reading and writing 
helps for thinking. Thanks for writing.

By Allan Krill · #68920 · 12/13/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

Thanks, Marc. Nice to get some approval. (But I am having just as much fun without 
it.) It is nice are to agree on things. I agreed that Bioko is unlikely. Now I agree that 
Bioko is unnecessary. It is

By Allan Krill · #68915 · 12/13/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

I can easily agree that Bioko is unlikely. But the fact is that a primate with a bald body, 
subcutaneous fat, large brain, etc. is also unlikely. In the AAT group, we are trying to 
explain how this un

By Allan Krill · #68895 · 12/12/20

Crocodiles slaughter aquatic multi-theories 

In Marc's multi-theory, there are 3 phases of aquatic habitat: Aquarboreal theory 
Hominoidea ~20–2 Ma Mio-Pliocene apes (incl. australopiths & ‘habilis’) dwelt in 
flooded forests–wetlands, climbing–wa

By Allan Krill · #68888 · 12/12/20
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Aaron Filler’s thesis. Elaine Morgan's view in 2008 

I see now that Elaine Morgan wrote more about Filler's thesis, here from pages 61-62 
of her book The Naked Darwinist. ---------------------- For some of today’s scientists 
all the above arguments are

By Allan Krill · #68865 · 12/12/20

Aaron Filler’s thesis. 

That was also Elaine Morgan's complaint about Filler. He was not asking "why" 
humans became naked. Here is what she said in her lecture in Shrewsbury in 2009 
(see page 8). And some of them, indeed, ar

By Allan Krill · #68862 · 12/11/20

Sail Away (Bioko theme song) 

Sail Away, by Randy Newman https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCRGrnhdNQE 
(Now sing it with new lyrics for Bioko.) In the water you'll get food to eat. Won't have 
to hang in the jungle. Won't need to com

By Allan Krill · #68860 · 12/11/20

Advertising poster for Bioko 

Hey Chimps! Sail on over to Bioko! It's less than 50 km away — a quick trip (if you're 
lucky) You won't be able to leave, and your descendants won't want to leave. Relax 
with plenty of nutritious mari

By Allan Krill · #68857 · 12/11/20

4 different AATs 

Thanks Christian! I can use this as an advertisement for selling my real estate: "These 
monkeys on Thailand are trying to pull of an evolutionary Bio-coup, like some chimps 
once did on Bioko." Allan

By Allan Krill · #68821 · 12/10/20

Great apes with small brains are not very mobile 

Rejected by big paleoanthro but not by geneticists. I think ROoA was rejected for the 
same reason that AAT was rejected: it denies the missing-link fossils and their owners 
the status that they have g

By Allan Krill · #68797 · 12/10/20

Great apes with small brains are not very mobile 

Homo floresiensis is often called a "hobbit". Instead of comparing paleoantho to 
organized religion, we can compare it to the entertainment industry. Look at that 
evolutionary tree: Chimpanzee -> Othe

By Allan Krill · #68769 · 12/10/20

Great apes with small brains are not very mobile 

Hi Mario I know we have similar opinions about religion, especially the Catholic 
Church. Here is a typical evolutionary tree that involves Homo floresiensis. Think 
about the economy involved here. Wha

By Allan Krill · #68762 · 12/10/20

Great apes with small brains are not very mobile 

Hi Mario Maybe it is Homo floresiensis that doesn't make sense? (Anyway, it makes a 
lot of dollars and cents.)

By Allan Krill · #68761 · 12/10/20
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Great apes with small brains are not very mobile 

Including the human, there are now 13 living taxa of great apes. Except for the human, 
the great apes are not very mobile. We can be certain that each taxon now lives in the 
isolated area where it evo

By Allan Krill · #68758 · 12/10/20

The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Hi Gareth Here are other deliberate hoaxes, also ignored by journals of 
paleoanthropology. I can't list fossils that I think are "genuine." But I think all missing-
link fossils are probably misinterpr

By Allan Krill · #68730 · 12/09/20

The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Hi Gareth I'm sure that all the paleoanthropology journals will be delighted to publish a 
paper accusing all paleoanthropologists of a global conspiracy of misinformation and 
the total fabrication of

By Allan Krill · #68728 · 12/09/20

The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

I am now going to avoid using the word "hominin". Some people use it for Pan and 
Homo, others use it only for missing links since the Pan-Homo LCA. Now I am 
avoiding that confusion by writing "missing

By Allan Krill · #68720 · 12/09/20

Who was the LCA? - Re: Homo erectus and Neanderthal had completed their aquatic 
evolution before the first fossils appeared 

Hi Jack In that paper that you recommend by Begun, he writes on the first page: 
Modern research in molecular systematics now shows, based mostly on DNA 
sequencing, how very closely related we are to t

By Allan Krill · #68719 · 12/09/20

Who was the LCA? - Re: Homo erectus and Neanderthal had completed their aquatic 
evolution before the first fossils appeared 

Hi Jack Begun's book, The Real Planet of the Apes, avoids looking at the obvious. He 
loves fossils of apes, and makes them as important as he can, and shows how 
talented he is. But denies the reality

By Allan Krill · #68718 · 12/09/20

Homo erectus and Neanderthal had completed their aquatic evolution before the first 
fossils appeared 

Hi Gareth So you think the LCA was not chimp-like, and that Elaine mentioned this 
likelihood back in the 1970s. You wrote the same thing last month, and here was my 
answer to you. Please read my answe

By Allan Krill · #68700 · 12/08/20

Homo erectus and Neanderthal had completed their aquatic evolution before the first 
fossils appeared 

I have been studying the detailed descriptions and interpretations of Java Man and 
Peking Man (Homo erectus). You might like to download and read some of the best 
descriptions yourself: Weidenreich 19

By Allan Krill · #68688 · 12/08/20
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Elaine Morgan talk in 2009 in Shrewsbury, Darwin's birthplace 

Thanks Francesca! I was finding some of the xxxx solutions at the same time that you 
were, but you understood several words that I could not get. I will listen to it again a 
few more times in the next

By Allan Krill · #68642 · 12/04/20

Elaine Morgan talk in 2009 in Shrewsbury, Darwin's birthplace 

Talk in Shrewsbury, Darwin's birthplace Elaine Morgan 2009 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rJLbXOGeU5s&list=PL46FAdrh3vI-3RDRk69sNADNhwjjzH9H3 I came here, I invited 
myself here, mainly because I had

By Allan Krill · #68635 · 12/04/20

Mitochondrial DNA haplogroups 

I know that some of you doubt the calibration of molecular clocks. But however fast 
mutations occur, they must accumulate progressively. For that reason, all humans 
alive today can be traced to an ori

By Allan Krill · #68518 · 12/01/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Gareth I think that someone should date your hat, to determine the age of your 
brain.

By Allan Krill · #68516 · 12/01/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Gareth Sorry I had to delete my last two messages. I had a typo in the first one, and 
had not seen your second message when I wrote the second one. Here are the 
messages that I had to delete: Hi Ga

By Allan Krill · #68512 · 12/01/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Gareth Thanks for your 3 suppositions, and especially your Alternative supposition 
1. That is just the sort of thing that I think must have happened. So I don't see it as an 
alternative to my sugge

By Allan Krill · #68501 · 12/01/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Thanks Gareth, for finding this map. It helps to look at maps. And you also found a 
typo, the Congo River obviously flows westward, not eastward. I would like to find a 
more exact map of the historica

By Allan Krill · #68491 · 11/30/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Jack It is hard to discuss things seriously when people throw around facts like 
these: On Nov. 22, Alan wrote that "Asia was the only continent which was never fully 
deforested in the upper Miocene

By Allan Krill · #68490 · 11/30/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Marc It is well known and obvious that the chimpanzee taxa are kept apart by the 
Congo, Sanaga, and Ubangi Rivers. I see now that the two species of Gorilla are 
separated by the Congo River. Maybe

By Allan Krill · #68485 · 11/30/20
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Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Marc It is hard for me to imagine that the ancestors of chimpanzees were 
wandering around Africa, routinely wading in swamps and rivers. They never left a 
complete fossil skeleton anywhere that the

By Allan Krill · #68484 · 11/30/20

Types of publications on human evolution 

Thanks Gareth (and Francesca) It is clear that I had not thought very far on this. Will 
enjoy now thinking about these.

By Allan Krill · #68477 · 11/30/20

Types of publications on human evolution 

I am thinking about the various types of publications that I have read about human 
evolution. Here are some thoughts, that may or may not be interesting. Maybe 
someone can suggest a publication type I

By Allan Krill · #68468 · 11/30/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Francesca Thanks for asking. I'm glad to try again. We have 5 taxa of Pan that live 
in central/west Africa, and they are separated by wide rivers. You show them as 
CHIMP and BONOBO in brown color o

By Allan Krill · #68457 · 11/30/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

Hi Jack, The LCA of the 4 taxa of gorilla lived about where those 4 taxa live now. 
Gorillas are obviously not very mobile: that is why they speciated, and that is why they 
are still in the areas where

By Allan Krill · #68427 · 11/29/20

Ever Since Darwin (wishful thinking for acceptance of prehuman fossils) 

The nearest relatives of humans are chimpanzees and gorillas, and they live in hot and 
humid areas where mammal fossils are impossible. Bones decay before they can 
become fossilized in those areas. Th

By Allan Krill · #68420 · 11/29/20

"Having these genomes is like having a book" 

https://www.livescience.com/37943-great-ape-genomes-sequenced.html This news 
article is about a paper in Nature in 2013. More recent genetic studies also fit with the 
model of humans evolving directly

By Allan Krill · #68373 · 11/28/20

climate change as driver of hominin evolution & dispersal over the past 5 Ma 

Hi Christian No need to use a sledgehammer ( but I would if I could! ) It is interesting 
to listen to Elaine Morgan's lecture in 2008 at University College London: If you read a 
book, quite a famous b

By Allan Krill · #68353 · 11/28/20

climate change as driver of hominin evolution & dispersal over the past 5 Ma 

Hi Gareth I think that most of the early hominid remains are fakes of different types, 
but that they are really the bones of Homo sapiens, not primitive apes. (I think that 
Dubois' Homo erectus skull

By Allan Krill · #68351 · 11/28/20
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climate change as driver of hominin evolution & dispersal over the past 5 Ma 

Hi Marc You have mentioned this paper a few times, and now I have gotten around to 
reading it. I think it is typical of the fictional evidence in the story of human evolution. 
https://www.researchgate

By Allan Krill · #68349 · 11/28/20

Marine Ape Theory 

Hi Gareth I see you have used this definition a few times lately. I am curious about it. 
When was it first stated, first agreed upon? It is vague and imprecise; even less 
precise than Hardy's ideas in

By Allan Krill · #68336 · 11/27/20

Marine Ape Theory 

The name "aquatic ape theory" is now laughable -- associated with mermaids. So 
scientists who think that a wet habitat was relevant in human evolution are wise to 
avoid it. In the history of geology,

By Allan Krill · #68329 · 11/27/20

Marine Ape Theory... Another name. 

Hi Gareth To think about where a child could survive today is a great way to think 
about where the human body could have evolved. Now we can think about what 
particular sea shore that could be. The se

By Allan Krill · #68311 · 11/27/20

The human body is a freak. So is the Galapagos Land Iguana (#bioko) 

Hi Francesca This and your other arguments are specious. Allan

By Allan Krill · #68256 · 11/26/20

The human body is a freak. So is the Galapagos Land Iguana (#bioko) 

Thanks for answering my questions, Francesca. It helps me to know where we stand 
regarding our disagreements. Here is where I stand on speciation. A species involves 
a well-defined place and the popul

By Allan Krill · #68249 · 11/25/20

Note on Jacks’ Point 2 

Hi Terry I wonder what you mean by the last megafauna mass extinction. I think the 
aquatic man was doomed to extinction, as soon as some human clans became 
terrestrial. In my paper in Ideas in Ecology

By Allan Krill · #68233 · 11/24/20

The human body is a freak. So is the Galapagos Land Iguana (#bioko) 

Hi Francesca Here are my thoughts on your issues with Bioko. there is no fossil 
evidence at all on Bioko That would be an issue for a paleontologist, but not for an 
evolutionist. We are interested in

By Allan Krill · #68230 · 11/24/20

#Bioko 

Hi Jack Thanks for your 5 categories. Here are my responses. 1. Bioko is a very similar 
niche to Africa itself. Same temperature, same type of trees, malaria, sleeping 
sickness, same UV index. Chimp a

By Allan Krill · #68226 · 11/24/20

#bioko
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The human body is a freak. So is the Galapagos Land Iguana (#bioko) 

The naked human body with subcutaneous fat and large brain is a freak, unlike the 
body of any other primate. Elaine Morgan thought that something freaky happened in 
human evolution to explain it. She

By Allan Krill · #68222 · 11/24/20

#Bioko 

Hi Jack I would love to know your reasons Bioko doesn't work. You don't need to 
make it a formidable list, with ALL the reasons. Start simple, with SOME of the 
reasons! Maybe start with 5 reasons. We

By Allan Krill · #68220 · 11/24/20

#bioko

#Bioko 

Hi Gareth I don't think my answers to your original questions would be better than 
answers you will come up with. So I am glad you are asking questions and doing 
research on this, and look forward to

By Allan Krill · #68219 · 11/24/20

#bioko

Thanks for starting #Bioko, and your interest in it 

On Mon, Nov 23, 2020 at 01:46 PM, Gareth Morgan wrote: I've been thinking about 
the Bioko hypothesis Hi Gareth Thanks for starting #Bioko. I have been thinking about 
Bioko for three years, so I have a

By Allan Krill · #68216 · 11/24/20

Why America is the birth of Homo. Jack Reply 

Hi Jack Thanks for the explanations of your North American theory. The lack of African 
viruses that points you to North America could now point you instead to Bioko. But 
once a person is pointed, and

By Allan Krill · #68207 · 11/23/20

What Elaine Morgan wrote about Marc in her 2012-autobiography 

Hi Marc Here is what Elaine wrote about you in her autobiography (p.124): Marc 
Verhaegen was an early supporter of the basic theory. He still strongly supports the 
idea of an aquatic influence on our

By Allan Krill · #68201 · 11/23/20

Is hanging from a branch a pre-adaptation for walking upright on the ground? 

In answering her Question 2 (What's happening to Darwinism?) in the Postscript of her 
autobiography, Elaine Morgan did not accept that brachiating apes (such as gibbons) 
were pre-adapted to upright wa

By Allan Krill · #68200 · 11/23/20

... the exact nature and location and timing... 

In Elaine Morgan's autobiography (Knock 'Em Cold, Kid) she did not write much about 
the aquatic-ape theory. But she added a Postscript with two questions: 1. What's 
happening to the water theory? 2. W

By Allan Krill · #68198 · 11/23/20
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Elaine Morgan's Publications 

Hi Marc Elaine Morgan never referred to that paper in her books. She wrote several 
articles for New Scientist. I am sure that she appreciated your enthusiasm, and was 
happy to have you as a second aut

By Allan Krill · #68188 · 11/23/20

Why America is the birth of Homo 

Hi Alan You are using misleading evidence to make your claims. Chimpanzees don't 
learn to swim on their own. Water is an effective barrier for gene flow between groups 
of chimps. A river can separate

By Allan Krill · #68187 · 11/23/20

Elaine Morgan's Publications 

In the video from the zoom meeting on November 7 (the 100-year anniversary of 
Elaine's birth) something was said about "a great body of work." Here are copies of 
her work. They are worth downloading a

By Allan Krill · #68181 · 11/22/20

Why America is the birth of Homo 

Hi Jack, This is a good summary of your American-evolution hypothesis. 
Unfortunately, there are no fossils of prehumans in America, as one would certainly 
expect if prehumans lived in many fossil-frie

By Allan Krill · #68180 · 11/22/20

Testable hypotheses 

Thanks Gareth. This is an interesting list, and you delivered it very quickly. I agree with 
most of this evidence, and am satisfied that most of it is valid (not No. 4) But I was 
asking for hypotheses

By Allan Krill · #68159 · 11/21/20

Born to believe and to continue believing 

Marc: Every time you write IMO and tell us to Google one of your publications, I think 
of evangelists who say IMO and tell us to read scripture. I have studied these 
publications, and they don't make

By Allan Krill · #68145 · 11/21/20

Born to believe and to continue believing 

If it is true that several hypotheses have been tested, can you give a few examples of 
accepted hypotheses: exactly how the hypothesis has been tested, and which leading 
AAT-partisans and PA-scientist

By Allan Krill · #68143 · 11/21/20

Born to believe and to continue believing 

The world has many competing religions that involve various miracles that specialists 
believe in. But they don't think that the miracles of any competing religion are actually 
valid. Those miracles ar

By Allan Krill · #68140 · 11/21/20

Alan VanArsdale: Human fossil record and classification, 2020 

Human intercontinental interchange may well have been by sea-ice routes. But those 
humans had leather boots, wool clothing, and big brains. Where and why did they 
evolve naked skin? How did they evolv

By Allan Krill · #68131 · 11/20/20
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Alan VanArsdale: Human fossil record and classification, 2020 

Alan I think that any reasonable story of human evolution has to include at least one 
significant episode of aquatic habitat. How does the aquatic ape theory fit into the the 
multiregional model that

By Allan Krill · #68128 · 11/20/20

Chimps caught on camera dipping for algae 

Thanks Terry! Now completely convinced of this. Learning lots of new things every day 
on AAT groups! Allan

By Allan Krill · #68118 · 11/19/20

Chimps caught on camera dipping for algae 

Part 3: I see now that he does put it in his mouth. Maybe he is tasting it, like a baby 
tastes things to check them out. Then off he goes. https://rumble.com/v329sc-
chimps-caught-on-camera-fishing-for

By Allan Krill · #68105 · 11/19/20

Chimps caught on camera dipping for algae 

The chimps are playing with the algae, not eating it. There are 3 parts to the video. 
The middle part of the video is unrelated to the first and last part. (You can see the 
exact times of the video re

By Allan Krill · #68104 · 11/19/20

Pan/human sequence 

Thanks for the good explanation. I am learning a lot from the AAT discussion group, 
and about viruses from your messages. The concept of "Exacting Evidence" is new, 
and obviously very important. Great

By Allan Krill · #68103 · 11/19/20

Pan/human sequence 

Hi Jack, I really appreciate that you have a good understanding of viruses, and I agree 
with you that Viruses are likely the most important fossils in determining phylogeny. I 
have not studied virolog

By Allan Krill · #68095 · 11/18/20

Working toward a complete List of human aquatic adaptations 

Thanks taking the initiative to make a list. It is very important to have a good list, and 
to discuss and keep improving it. I would recommend that it be called List of human 
traits not seen in non-hu

By Allan Krill · #68062 · 11/16/20

From genetics, I think the LCA was a chimpanzee that became isolated in an aquatic 
habitat 

In the paper: A paradigm for the evolution of human features: apes trapped on barren 
volcanic islands, there are a few sentences summarizing each of 16 aquatic 
adaptations: Human features and their aq

By Allan Krill · #68056 · 11/16/20
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From genetics, I think the LCA was a chimpanzee that became isolated in an aquatic 
habitat 

Maybe if your book Was Man More Aquatic in the Past? was available as open 
access, instead of costing US$99, they would read your papers? Maybe you should 
send them a free copy? The authors of this bo

By Allan Krill · #68052 · 11/15/20

From genetics, I think the LCA was a chimpanzee that became isolated in an aquatic 
habitat 

Here is the quote from Darwin: We are also quite ignorant at how rapid a rate 
organisms . . . may under favourable circumstances be modified: we know, however, 
that some have retained the same form du

By Allan Krill · #68039 · 11/15/20

From genetics, I think the LCA was a chimpanzee that became isolated in an aquatic 
habitat 

Excerpt from the intro chapter to the book Chimpanzees and Human Evolution, by 
Muller et al. 2017. (My bold-italics for the last 3 sentences.) The idea that modern 
chimpanzees might be similar to the

By Allan Krill · #68038 · 11/15/20

Geologists didn’t want to talk about continental-drift theory 

Geologists didn’t want to talk about continental-drift theory, from 1912 to 1962. They 
said it was speculation, and not worth discussing. (See krilldrift.com) 
Paleoanthropologists haven’t wanted to ta

By Allan Krill · #68017 · 11/14/20

6 hypothesis: Modifications thoughts for gareth. 

I have read most, if not all, of Elaine Morgan's works very carefully. I am quite certain 
that she never suggested that chimps may have evolved from an ape who already had 
acquired even a single one o

By Allan Krill · #68012 · 11/13/20

Bioko is in the center of the fossil-free chimpanzee range 

Bioko is in the center of the chimpanzee range, where no mammal fossils have ever 
been reported. It is always warm on Bioko, both in the water and on the land, and it is 
nearly always cloudy, so body

By Allan Krill · #67980 · 11/13/20

How well do our hypotheses explain each of the unique human features? 

It is embarrassing that you claim that "H.erectus was littoral." and then write "This is 
no hypothesis, these are facts." It is embarrassing, because there are thousands of 
paleoanthropologists who wo

By Allan Krill · #67946 · 11/12/20

How well do our hypotheses explain each of the unique human features? 

A species can spread all over the world, but once it does that, it can no longer evolve 
as a single species, unless it has gene flow all over the world. If human features 
evolved aquatic features in o

By Allan Krill · #67941 · 11/12/20
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How well do our hypotheses explain each of the unique human features? 

Jack wrote: Great work Allan, May I suggest some slight modifications? To added 
clarity? I also switched North America to #5, adding hairlessness and social 
adaptation. 1. East African Rift Valley Lak

By Allan Krill · #67939 · 11/12/20

How well do our hypotheses explain each of the unique human features? 

That is how we need to be thinking. But your example is "extreme" Darwinian 
selection. In Darwinian selection, it is enough to lose your fur or lose your likelihood of 
leaving offspring.

By Allan Krill · #67934 · 11/12/20

How well do our hypotheses explain each of the unique human features? 

I think we are operating with 6 hypotheses for the evolution of human features. Here in 
alphabetical order: East African Rift Lakeside Ape Hypothesis Indian Ocean 
Modification of Beach-Forest Chimpanz

By Allan Krill · #67932 · 11/12/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

Thanks Francesca and Jack! (Very exciting, I have not known about this.)

By Allan Krill · #67927 · 11/11/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

Thanks. Very exciting! I have not known about this!

By Allan Krill · #67926 · 11/11/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

This claim -- that our ancestors must have been absent from the African inland when 
the ape virus (SIV, the Simian Immunodeficiency Virus) was active -- is also made on 
Francesca's web page. The claim

By Allan Krill · #67917 · 11/11/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

IYO your model is not so difficult. I think it is very difficult. It involves 3 completely 
different aquatic habitats, in totally different geographic places: 1. early-Miocene 
hominoids spread in the

By Allan Krill · #67907 · 11/11/20

Ground adapted Hylobate 

I think that Hylobate is a scientific word for Gibbon, and that it is best to use common 
words here and not scientific words. All known gibbon ancestors were arboreal. So it 
is likely that ground adap

By Allan Krill · #67897 · 11/11/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

Hi Francesca "Aquatic ancestor" is far too general. Ordovician fish (450 Ma ago) are 
some of the earliest vertebrates, and they are among our "aquatic ancestors". 
Neanderthals interbred with Cro-Magno

By Allan Krill · #67875 · 11/10/20
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Gibbon sized ancestor to the great apes. 

Hi Alan Maybe you could give some documentation (links or references) to these 
claims? 1. typical timing from initial divergences to speciation in primates is around .5 
to 4 million years. 1b. For Pan

By Allan Krill · #67865 · 11/10/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

Those are three excellent examples of rifts. We can see on Google Earth that none of 
them are characterized by continuous cliffs. There are beaches and sloping hillsides 
along those rifts. For your sp

By Allan Krill · #67864 · 11/10/20

"If you've been teaching something that's been wrong..." 

Cool video. The baby gelada sits on its mother's erect tail as she climbs. And the baby 
holds on to the mother's body fur, which serves as handles all over the mother's body. 
How long could that baby

By Allan Krill · #67863 · 11/10/20

Gibbon sized ancestor to the great apes. 

Hi Jack Thanks. Interesting paper. Concerned with body size, of primates and extinct 
primates. This paper does not in any way suggest that the Homo/Pan split occurred in 
Asia.

By Allan Krill · #67859 · 11/10/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

Hi Mario Speciation involves some sort of selection pressures and restrictions of gene 
flow. I don't see how you can have cliff climbing as a selection pressure, unless those 
cliffs are in a specific

By Allan Krill · #67858 · 11/10/20

Moorjani chimp/human Divergence 12mya 

Hi Jack Thanks for this very interesting article. It is clear that divergence times are 
uncertain and involve many assumptions. Taking into account the uncertainty of chimp 
population sizes, Moorjani

By Allan Krill · #67857 · 11/10/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

We should try to be as specific as possible regarding location and ape-ancestor. I 
think that Cliff AAT and Oceanic AAT are too vague. And Ape is too vague as well. 
Mario: if not Mediterranean, then m

By Allan Krill · #67852 · 11/10/20

Let's try to name the various human-evolution theories 

Here are name suggestions for some of our theories. Can we suggest how these 
names could be corrected or improved? (Without making them significantly longer.) 
Can we add the names of other theories to

By Allan Krill · #67840 · 11/10/20

"If you've been teaching something that's been wrong..." 

Hi Marc Maybe we need to remind you that AAT = "Aquatic Ape Theory". AAT does 
not equal: "Pleistocene H.Erectus Along Indian-Ocean Shores" I think you should stop 
calling your human-evolution theory "

By Allan Krill · #67833 · 11/09/20
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"If you've been teaching something that's been wrong..." 

In 2008, Elaine Morgan gave a lecture at University College London, in which she said: 
If you've been teaching something that's been wrong all your life, you're not very 
anxious to suddenly stand up a

By Allan Krill · #67828 · 11/09/20

AAT in (Canadian) French :-) 

This article was published in 2006 in a respected scientific journal. It is obvious to us 
that it supports the aquatic-ape hypothesis. It was not obvious to the readers of that 
journal. Cunnane gave 3

By Allan Krill · #67809 · 11/07/20

Elaine Morgan, født 07. Nov. 1920 

As we say in Norway: "Gratulerer med dagen!" https://www.universitetsavisa.no/
ytring/2020/11/06/A-tribute-to-Elaine-Morgan-22953130.ece

By Allan Krill · #67805 · 11/06/20

FW: Elaine Morgan 100 Years Towards Origins - Book Launch 

Very exciting! I have enjoyed Elaine Morgan's autobiography (2012) and look forward 
to learning more about her life in your new biography. Allan

By Allan Krill · #67797 · 11/05/20

H.erectus' hand-axe: "open your clam" 

I certainly don't think that those and other Homo sapiens hand-axes were "all planted 
by scheming fraudsters". I think it is not fair of you to imply that. I am concerned with 
hand-axes that have been

By Allan Krill · #67790 · 11/04/20

H.erectus' hand-axe: "open your clam" 

Open your mind to an obvious scientific hypothesis: an ambitious person might falsify 
a hand-axe find to promote their prehistoric site or their career in paleoanthropology 
Hand axes were not axes, an

By Allan Krill · #67786 · 11/04/20

Piltdown Man, Lucy, Turkana Boy, Laetoli footprints, and Little-Foot are all scientific 
falsifications 

Nancy Tanner was an anthropology professor and author of the book On Becoming 
Human. She died in 1989 at the age of 56. https://www.nytimes.com/1989/07/04/
obituaries/nancy-m-tanner-56-anthropology-wri

By Allan Krill · #67778 · 11/01/20

The earliest human footprints (Laetoli) occur in lake sediments that have been 
misinterpreted as datable volcanic ash 

The earliest human footprints (Laetoli) occur in lake sediments that have been 
misinterpreted as datable volcanic ash Allan Krill, Department of Geoscience, NTNU, 
Trondheim, krill@... An alternati

By Allan Krill · #67772 · 10/31/20
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Piltdown Man, Lucy, Turkana Boy, Laetoli footprints, and Little-Foot are all scientific 
falsifications 

Hi Marc Of course you know that it was written by Jim Moore, the spouse of an 
anthropologist who died relatively young. Moore probably thinks that aquatic ape 
proponents are idiots, but he does not wr

By Allan Krill · #67752 · 10/30/20

Pan sapiens, the third species of chimpanzee 

Hi Alan I agree that bonobos should be considered a subspecies of Pan troglodytes. 
How do you like this classification?: Pan sapiens (proto-Bioko chimpanzee) Pan 
troglodytes paniscus (central Congo ch

By Allan Krill · #67750 · 10/30/20

Pan sapiens, the third species of chimpanzee 

Thanks for your comments. This is a good example of how biases lead scientists to 
deny the obvious. Allan

By Allan Krill · #67748 · 10/30/20

Piltdown Man, Lucy, Turkana Boy, Laetoli footprints, and Little-Foot are all scientific 
falsifications 

Hi Marc If scientists have agreed for the past 60 years that the aquatic ape hypothesis 
is foolish, it must be foolish. Such a huge scientific blunder is impossible today. When 
I google "Marc Verhaege

By Allan Krill · #67739 · 10/29/20

Piltdown Man, Lucy, Turkana Boy, Laetoli footprints, and Little-Foot are all scientific 
falsifications 

Piltdown Man was a hoax, which was only known to one person -- Charles Dawson, 
the trickster. For about 4 decades, others may have suspected that it was a hoax, but 
if so, their suspicions were never

By Allan Krill · #67733 · 10/28/20

Pan sapiens, the third species of chimpanzee 

There are two known species of chimpanzee. The common chimpanzee is Pan 
troglodytes. The second species is Pan paniscus. It appears to have speciated by 
becoming isolated on the south side of the Cong

By Allan Krill · #67732 · 10/28/20

Camilla Romano, English version of her PHD thesis attached. 

Camila Romano seems to be smart, well educated, and wise. She seems to have 
dropped the research and ideas that she was pursuing in her Doctoral Thesis. As 
Elaine Morgan said in her TED talk: "If you

By Allan Krill · #67726 · 10/25/20

Camilla Romano, English version of her PHD thesis attached. 

Hi Marc Jack is certainly right about horses. They evolved in North America, but 
became extinct there about 10,000 years ago. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Evolution_of_the_horse I don't doubt that Ja

By Allan Krill · #67721 · 10/24/20
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Mammals in central and western Africa can leave no fossils 

Thanks again, Gareth! i appreciate that you are doing mammal-fossil research for me, 
and pointing out that I need to do more of this myself. I have now added black 
squares to my map, one for the site

By Allan Krill · #67720 · 10/24/20

Mammals in central and western Africa can leave no fossils 

Thanks Gareth! My hypothesis predicts that mammal fossils could be found in the 
"brownish-green" parts of the satellite image (such as the Humpata Plateau.) I will now 
add a black square to my map. I

By Allan Krill · #67716 · 10/24/20

Mammals in central and western Africa can leave no fossils 

Improved page 2 from my manuscript The story of human evolution is based on 
fictional fossil evidence

By Allan Krill · #67712 · 10/24/20

The #5 theory for AAT. Full Rebuttal dating of viruses) 

Hi Jack Camila Malta Romano's Doctoral Thesis (2009) is obviously VERY important. I 
would like to read it, but do not find it on Research Gate https://
www.researchgate.net/profile/Camila_Romano/public

By Allan Krill · #67710 · 10/24/20

The #5 theory for AAT. “A ure Allopatric Speciation in America for Homo’s wimming 
and Running Adaptations” N 3 easy steps. 

Hi Jack Thanks for posting your theory. I like how you are using evolutionary logic and 
genetic evidence, and dealing with the problem of speciation. I like that you use the 
model of allopatric specia

By Allan Krill · #67690 · 10/22/20

The #5 theory for AAT. “A ure Allopatric Speciation in America for Homo’s wimming 
and Running Adaptations” N 3 easy steps. 

Hi Jack Thanks for sharing this with us. It helps me to imagine how others view my 
Bioko-hypothesis. I am wondering why you call this the #5 theory. Can you write a list 
of the number 1, 2, 3 and 4 th

By Allan Krill · #67683 · 10/21/20

Gioacchino Sera 1878–1960 "La fase acquatica della evoluzione umana" 

Westenhöfer wrote that Sera first proposed evidence of aquatic evolution. You can 
read this in Elaine Morgan's Chapter 1, The Origins of a Theory, in the book The 
Aquatic Ape: Fact or Fiction? (1991)

By Allan Krill · #67669 · 10/19/20

Australopith brain chimp-like 

Hi Marc Thanks for sharing several of these American Association of Physical 
Anthropologists abstracts with us. I assume you are a member of the AAPA. Do you 
know if these abstracts are available to n

By Allan Krill · #67658 · 10/18/20
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Mammal fossil sites of Africa 

The 6-volume work Mammals of Africa, by Jonathan Kingdon and others https://
www.bloomsbury.com/uk/mammals-of-africa-9781408122570/ shows a map of all the 
known mammalian fossil sites (Volume 1, page 4

By Allan Krill · #67646 · 10/17/20

semi-aquatic - wading - bipedal - large-brained :-) 

Fascinating article! Colomys has been called "the wading mouse" and "the stilt 
mouse". Those long legs are an advantage in water. Homo sapiens could be called the 
"the stilt ape." The present geograph

By Allan Krill · #67645 · 10/17/20

Human Evolution 

I see now there was one more mention of Elaine Morgan: Page XV-XVI Above all, I am 
indebted to Sir David Attenborough for his support and encouragement to all those 
who have tried to unravel new facts

By Allan Krill · #67641 · 10/16/20

Flores 1 Ma? 

Most leaders of paleoanthropology do not accept that these hobbits are related to 
humans. But because of the policy of "mutual respect" within the science of 
paleoanthropology, they do not write this

By Allan Krill · #67637 · 10/14/20

Flores 1 Ma? 

Easy to explain in the fictional-fossil-evidence story: 1. The little hobbits are extinct 
monkeys/apes, unrelated to humans. 2. The tools were not made or used by these 
monkeys/apes. 3. The paleoanthr

By Allan Krill · #67636 · 10/14/20

Human Evolution 

Hi Peter Now that I have written my complaints about your treatment of Elaine Morgan 
(something that I have kept to myself for a year, and not intended to do) I am reading 
your book again, with new ey

By Allan Krill · #67633 · 10/14/20

Text of Elaine Morgan's TED talk, 2009 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elaine_morgan_i_believe_we_evolved_from_aquatic_apes 
Elaine Morgan TED talk I believe we evolved from aquatic apes Well, this is 2009, and 
it's the bicentenary of Charles Dar

By Allan Krill · #67626 · 10/13/20

Elaine Morgan (2008) 

Image you are a student revising for an exam on human evolution and wondering what 
questions you might be asked. It suddenly occurs to you that you cannot remember 
why human beings lost their body hai

By Allan Krill · #67625 · 10/12/20

Human Evolution 

Elaine Morgan is mentioned in passing on these four pages (see my previous post): 
76, 94, 103, 165. You might have mentioned Morgan's contributions on just about 
every page of these 12 chapters. But i

By Allan Krill · #67622 · 10/11/20
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Human Evolution 

Hi Peter On Page 11 of The Waterside Ape, you wrote: I believe that it is important to 
look at each of the unique human characteristics and to try and explain them 
individually in logical terms. As Ei

By Allan Krill · #67619 · 10/10/20

Human Evolution 

Here is your book's dedication: This book is dedicated to Fran, Olivia, Sophie, and 
James and to the memory of Elaine Morgan That is not the same as giving scientific 
credit to Elaine Morgan for her h

By Allan Krill · #67618 · 10/10/20

Human Evolution 

It seems that you have a problem letting Peter's excellent podcast have the spotlight 
here, so you try to put the light on your Speech-Origins powerpoint. Are you mainly 
interested in promoting the aq

By Allan Krill · #67614 · 10/10/20

New Book: The Waterside Ape: An Alternative Account of Human Evolution 

Hi Francesca, Has anyone been able to date the ape virus? I wonder where you have 
gotten the date of 3-4 Ma? It is not correct that the ape virus left its marker in all 
African apes except Homo ancest

By Allan Krill · #67597 · 10/05/20

New Book: The Waterside Ape: An Alternative Account of Human Evolution 

I have read most, if not all, of your publications. Several times. Unfortunately, much of 
what you write is hard for me to understand. I am trying. Can you now tell me what is 
"Kingdon's Line"? I cann

By Allan Krill · #67593 · 10/04/20

New Book: The Waterside Ape: An Alternative Account of Human Evolution 

Hi Marc Aren’t Java and Flores the wrong place for just about everyone? Gorillas and 
chimpanzees evolved in central and western Africa. They are our closest living 
relatives. Do I understand correctly

By Allan Krill · #67590 · 10/03/20

New Book: The Waterside Ape: An Alternative Account of Human Evolution 

"The true basic account of human evolution" involves Waterside but where was this 
waterside, and when did our ancestors inhabit this waterside, and why have no other 
modern waterside primates become h

By Allan Krill · #67587 · 10/01/20

New Book: The Waterside Ape: An Alternative Account of Human Evolution 

Hi Marc I expect that paleoanthropologists will never admit that they were wrong. I 
predict this from my research on the history of the theory of continental drift in 
geology. For 50 years, geologists

By Allan Krill · #67568 · 9/25/20

New Book: The Waterside Ape: An Alternative Account of Human Evolution 

Your book, The Waterside Ape: An Alternative Account of Human Evolution, is really 
excellent. I have read it very carefully, learned a lot, and liked it very much. It presents 
most of Elaine Morgan's

By Allan Krill · #67567 · 9/24/20
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gibbon fossil 

Christopher Gilbert is an expert on gibbon molars, and has a large collection of them. 
One day he suddenly finds a loose molar on the ground. Nothing is found by digging. 
Everyone assumes that the mol

By Allan Krill · #67565 · 9/24/20

These 120,000-year-old footprints offer early evidence for humans in Arabia 

These animal and human footprints were made on the shore of a lake. That is the only 
reasonable geological hypothesis for footprints of many different animals. Here is 
another example of lake deposits

By Allan Krill · #67555 · 9/19/20

H.erectus ER-1808: bone "pathology"? 

Hi Marc Your response to my two papers: A paradigm for the evolution of human 
features, apes trapped on barren volcanic islands and The story of human evolution is 
based on fictional fossil evidence i

By Allan Krill · #67551 · 9/18/20

H.erectus ER-1808: bone "pathology"? 

Hi Marc All scientists agree that the bones of KNM-ER 1808 show pathology. You are 
alone in thinking it is evidence for pachyosteosclerosis. Look at the picture of the 
strange bone pattern on page 131

By Allan Krill · #67542 · 9/17/20

RES: [AAT] The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Hi Felipe and Marc Palynology is interesting, but it has nothing to do with this topic, 
which is a manuscript with the title: "The story of human evolution is based on 
fictional fossil evidence." You

By Allan Krill · #67541 · 9/17/20

The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Hi Marc I think you are trying to change the subject here, away from Lucy, Turkana 
Boy, Laetoli footprints, and Little-Foot. You now have an opportunity to learn more 
about these things, because there

By Allan Krill · #67537 · 9/15/20

The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Hi Marc Yes, the interpretations are often anthropocentric. And to make the 
interpretations more acceptable, important fossils are anthropogenic. Do you realize 
that the two scientists who discovered

By Allan Krill · #67533 · 9/13/20

The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Hi Jack No, Turkana Boy has not been carbon dated. That is because the half-life of 
Carbon-14 is 5,700 years. After about 10 half-lives, there is too little Carbon-14 in the 
material to do an analysis

By Allan Krill · #67532 · 9/13/20

The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Hi Marc I hope that in a few years everyone will agree with us that "Lucy was no 
human ancestor." Allan

By Allan Krill · #67531 · 9/13/20
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The story of human evolution is based on fictional fossil evidence 

Today, everyone knows that Piltdown Man was a hoax. What people have not yet 
realized, is that the entire story of humans evolving on the savanna is based on similar 
hoaxes. Read The story of human ev

By Allan Krill · #67528 · 9/13/20

1.4-Ma bone handaxe from Ethiopia shows advanced tool technology in the early 
Acheulean 

Paleoanthropologists are desperate to have new fossil evidence to support their story 
of evolution on the savanna a few million years ago. I think there are no genuine 
hominin fossils or hand axe tool

By Allan Krill · #67415 · 7/15/20

Can you help me to improve my manuscript? 

Hi Terry, Thanks for your helpful comments! The fluorine analysis requires destroying a 
tiny bit of the fossil material. That is a valid reason for not using it, when there is no 
reason to doubt the a

By Allan Krill · #67368 · 7/07/20

Can you help me to improve my manuscript? 

Hi Christian Maybe you can be more specific? Or would that be too much like me? ;-) 
Allan AquaticApe.net

By Allan Krill · #67365 · 7/06/20

Can you help me to improve my manuscript? 

I am working on a manuscript to show that paleoanthropology is mostly wrong, and 
should not block the aquatic-ape theory. I would appreciate comments and help to 
improve it. Which parts do you think s

By Allan Krill · #67359 · 7/05/20

Slim waist in women 

Hi Francesca Thanks for your open mind, and your question. Saying that we 
descended from chimpanzees is like saying that you descended from your cousin's 
parents. It is really very simple. A few chimp

By Allan Krill · #67334 · 6/29/20

Slim waist in women 

Hi Marc Yes, I have read your Chapter 5. (Pachyosteosclerosis in Archaic Homo: 
Heavy skulls for diving, heavy legs for wading?) But I am not convinced that Homo 
erectus had significantly heavier bones

By Allan Krill · #67329 · 6/29/20

Slim waist in women 

Hi Marc You write: "Think? think??" I guess that I offended you by asking why you 
think Homo erectus had heavy bones. Maybe you think you know, and therefore don't 
"think" in this case. I think that w

By Allan Krill · #67324 · 6/28/20

Slim waist in women 

Hi Francesca I wonder why you and Marc think that Homo erectus had heavy bones. 
From what I have read, the bones were just the same as a modern equatorial Homo 
sapiens (except the braincase was smalle

By Allan Krill · #67316 · 6/27/20
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Slim waist in women 

I am looking for a single selection pressure that led to each of the human traits. There 
could be many advantages for a trait like subcutaneous fat, but only one selection 
pressure is needed, and one

By Allan Krill · #67312 · 6/27/20

Slim waist in women 

Subcutaneous fat gave babies buoyancy and thermal insolation, which increased their 
chances of survival into childhood. I think the selection pressure for subcutaneous fat 
was only significant for bab

By Allan Krill · #67309 · 6/26/20

AAT Abstract of Terry Turner 

Hi Terry This idea of tongue lock (Khecari mudra) is new to me. Very interesting. This 
article says that some modern yogis cut the frenulum with a sharp knife to achieve 
this. I wonder if our aquatic

By Allan Krill · #67215 · 6/07/20

AAT abstract of Allan Krill 

Jack requested abstracts with How, Where, and When. Since Jack and others seem 
to have missed my abstract on June 1 with How (castaways), Where (Bioko), and 
When (6 Myr), here it is again. I look forw

By Allan Krill · #67214 · 6/07/20

IDEA: Abstracts of the group. Catalog Everyone’s thoughts on aquatic adaptations; in 
three sentences. 

Yes, it is correct to write: 1. Westenhöfer, 2. Hardy, 3. Morris, 4. Morgan. Here is the 
relevant part of Max Westenhöfer's book Des Eigenweg des Menschen (1942). This is 
a translation from German tha

By Allan Krill · #67197 · 6/01/20

IDEA: Abstracts of the group. Catalog Everyone’s thoughts on aquatic adaptations; in 
three sentences. 

Jack writes: Idea #1 Hardy, Idea #2 Morgan, Idea #3 ... This is standard. But I think it 
should be: Idea #1 Hardy, Idea #2 Morris, Idea #3 Morgan. (Or perhaps: Idea #1 
Morgan, Idea #2 Morgan, Idea #3

By Allan Krill · #67194 · 6/01/20

IDEA: Abstracts of the group. Catalog Everyone’s thoughts on aquatic adaptations; in 
three sentences. 

Chimpanzees rafted to a barren and rocky islet of Bioko about 6 Myr. ago (compare 
with the Galapagos iguana). There was no vegetation on the rocks where they 
stranded, so they lived on a diet of musse

By Allan Krill · #67186 · 5/31/20

Should we really believe in fossil material that is not allowed to be fluorine tested? 

People have stopped believing that the Shroud of Turin is two thousand years old. 
Scientific tests show that it is not. People should now require that the fragments of 
Australopithecus, Homo erectus a

By Allan Krill · #66954 · 4/19/20
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Speculating about fossils is fun, but does not explain human traits or human origins 

A dream of every paleoanthropologist is to find a fossil that can "rewrite early human 
evolution." A lesser goal is to find a fossil that helps claim a new hominin species. A 
still lesser goal, but al

By Allan Krill · #66934 · 4/18/20

Did student Tom Gray plant the Lucy fossils, and then trick professor Donald 
Johanson into discovering them? 

It is often said that those who don't know history are doomed to repeat it. The history 
of Piltdown Man was not well known in 1974 when the fossils of Lucy were 
discovered. Piltdown Man was a hoax. A

By Allan Krill · #66776 · 4/09/20

Bodies that were not originally made for a East African habitats 

A minibus with no air conditioning and with an extra heater was probably made for a 
cold climate. Using similar logic, humans with sweat-cooling and no body hair might 
have been adapted to conditions

By Allan Krill · #66773 · 4/09/20

The Turkana Boy (Nariokotome) is a collage, not a skeleton 

Oops! A little mistake here: metacarpals are hand bones, not foot bones. So they 
wrote that they had one foot bone and two hand bones that they did not use. Turkana 
Boy, as they constructed him, is ve

By Allan Krill · #66767 · 4/08/20

The Turkana Boy (Nariokotome) is a collage, not a skeleton 

Only a few hominin skeletons have ever been discovered, and they are actually 
collages that were constructed from pieces. In many cases, there were more pieces 
than those that were used in the constru

By Allan Krill · #66766 · 4/08/20

Bioko-chimps may have slept in seaweed nests floating on the water 

Chimpanzees won't sleep on the ground, where there are snakes and predators. A 
mother will build a new nest in a tree each day, to sleep with her baby above the 
ground. Even a newborn baby is strong e

By Allan Krill · #66765 · 4/08/20

Gorillas and chimpanzees evolved without any fossil record. (What about humans?) 

DNA evidence shows us that the last common ancestor of gorillas and chimpanzees 
lived about 10 Ma ago. The two branches that diverged -- gorillas and chimpanzees -- 
look rather similar today (ape-like

By Allan Krill · #66752 · 4/06/20

Turkana Boy (Nariokotome, Homo erectus) probably had a chimp-sized brain 

Oops! I got my story a little wrong! The Piltdown Man skull was actually made of 
fragments from a human, not an orangutan. It was the Piltdown Man's jaw that was 
from an orangutan. The human fragments

By Allan Krill · #66750 · 4/06/20
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Turkana Boy (Nariokotome, Homo erectus) probably had a chimp-sized brain 

I 1994-1995 I collected over a thousand dinosaur eggshell fragments in Châteauneuf-
le-Rouge, France. The fragments were from many different eggs. We know that the 
eggs were about 3 liters in volume, b

By Allan Krill · #66749 · 4/06/20

AquaticApe.net 

Thanks Marc. You are right. I was trying to provoke by writing that "whether our 
evolution was on the savanna or the surf-zone, is really of no consequence to science 
or to our daily lives." AAT will

By Allan Krill · #66744 · 4/05/20

RES: [AAT] AquaticApe.net 

Hi Felipe Science needs ideas (that can be tested), not just evidence relating to the old 
ideas. Science needs motivation “to look for keys in the dark on the other side of the 
street.” Anyway, I am n

By Allan Krill · #66738 · 4/05/20

Paleoanthropologists are married to prehuman fossil apes 

Hi Mario and Marc You both write that humans evolved from something like 
Pierolapithecus. I can agree with that. Humans also evolved from something life a fish. 
The human clade diverged from fish abou

By Allan Krill · #66725 · 4/04/20

Paleoanthropologists are married to prehuman fossil apes 

Hi Marc Let's make it clear what you are claiming, when you say that the chimp-
human common ancestor was so different from the modern chimp. We know that the 
modern gorilla and modern chimp both live

By Allan Krill · #66722 · 4/04/20

3.6 million year old bipedalism at Laetoli is a geological hoax 

Any educated person today can realize that religions are actually based on 
misunderstandings, delusions, and hoaxes. Likewise, any geologist with experience in 
isotopic dating of rocks can read the pu

By Allan Krill · #66718 · 4/04/20

Paleoanthropologists are married to prehuman fossil apes 

Imagine that you have been married to a good partner for 10 years. Then you find out 
that before your marriage, someone was killed by a drunk driver. It was never 
discovered that your partner was prob

By Allan Krill · #66716 · 4/04/20

AAT is an “existential threat" to the science of paleoanthropology 

All animals are programmed to continue to exist. This applies to humans as well, and 
also to businesses, organizations, political parties, universities, scientific journals, 
established religions, etc

By Allan Krill · #66707 · 4/03/20

A geological theory for Allan Krill 

Well, it seems that groups.io doesn't want competition in their discussions. They want 
all communication to go via groups.io and not via email. This is typical. It is like fossil-
focused paleoanthropo

By Allan Krill · #66704 · 4/03/20
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A geological theory for Allan Krill 

Groups.io seems to have blocked the printing of my complete email address. I will try 
again. You can send geology ideas to me at: krill@...

By Allan Krill · #66703 · 4/03/20

A geological theory for Allan Krill 

Hi Mario Thanks for sharing these geological ideas. Ideas are important for scientists, 
and I always enjoy getting them and thinking about them. Scientists are like a closed 
family. They have their wa

By Allan Krill · #66701 · 4/03/20

Major discovery: water-induced finger wrinkles 

Hi Christian You ask if I have investments in Bioko. I certainly do. Once a scientist 
publishes a theory or opinion, it is a major personal and academic investment. I 
learned from my study of scientis

By Allan Krill · #66690 · 4/02/20

Bioko 

Hi Marc Your title "Bioko" was short, but not clear. If you want to refer to something, 
link to it directly, and don't clutter it up with a Google search link that goes to lots of 
other articles that

By Allan Krill · #66672 · 4/02/20

AquaticApe.net 

Hi Marc It is true that I see conspiracies whereas most people prefer to avoid seeing 
them. People choose to be naive when it helps them succeed in the business that 
they are engaged in. For example,

By Allan Krill · #66671 · 4/02/20

AquaticApe.net 

Hi Mario I enjoy your "twisted sense of humor". I hope you can enjoy mine as well. I 
have now made my "insult" more humorous on aquaticape.net I write: (And it would 
spoil the fun for scientists who a

By Allan Krill · #66668 · 4/02/20

AquaticApe.net 

Hi Mario Sorry if I called you names. I have now read about Oreopithecus. Those are 
wonderful complete fossil skeletons, completely unlike Lucy, Turkana Boy, Little Foot, 
which are not skeletons, but

By Allan Krill · #66660 · 4/01/20

Bioko 

Hi Marc I do not understand why you gave the title "Bioko" to this Topic. It seems to 
me that it is a distraction from the real topic of Bioko.

By Allan Krill · #66659 · 4/01/20

Major discovery: water-induced finger wrinkles 

Hi Mario I knew about this very interesting paper. For me, the most important 
sentence in this paper is the very last one: "Further experiments, combined with a 
comparative study to investigate which
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AquaticApe.net 

I think I now understand why the Bioko hypothesis is rejected by paleoanthropologists 
and by Marc and Mario. They are specialists in pre-human fossils, and the Bioko 
hypothesis makes this expertise ir
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Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location 

As I read about Graecopithecus and Ouranothipthcus, I think that almost no one really 
believes that they are relevant for human evolution. Graecopithecus seems to be 
known from only one fossil find an
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Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location 

Bioko last became separated from the mainland only 10 kya. But as you see in Figure 
4 here: A paradigme for the evolution of human features Bioko was separated many 
times from the mainland, for long p
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Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location 

On Mon, Mar 30, 2020 at 03:14 PM, Mario Petrinovic wrote: DNA shows clearly that 
humans evolved from a chimpanzee-like ancestor. That ancestor evolved from a 
gorilla-chimpanzee-like ancestor. Chimpanz
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RES: [AAT] Anthropogeny.net Will the AAT-group ignore the Bioko-hypothesis, just as 
paleoanthropologists ignore the AAT? 

On Mon, Mar 30, 2020 at 02:44 PM, Felipe Carvalho wrote: Thanks Felipe, for 3 good 
comments. Here are my thoughts on them. 1. The exact location is not "important", 
but only interesting. It is not imp
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Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location 

Bioko and Afar are both good candidates for AAT location. Arguments for Bioko as 
opposed to Afar: 1. Bioko was and still is an island, without large predators. An easy 
place for apes to be isolated su
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Anthropogeny.net Will the AAT-group ignore the Bioko-hypothesis, just as 
paleoanthropologists ignore the AAT? 

Please read the arguments for the Bioko-version of AAT at anthropogeny.net and the 
two articles linked there. And then let's discuss Bioko. AAT will not go away, and 
neither will the Bioko version of
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All hominin fossils may be hybrids of aquatic ancestors and African apes. See 
anthropogeny.net 

see http://anthropogeny.net All hominin fossils may be hybrids of aquatic ancestors 
and African apes.
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